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Foreword
Before a sentiment can be diffused and established among
the people of a nation it commonly requires great length of
time and favorable circumstance'^ . This has been especially-
true of the growth, in America , of the feelings of national
consciousness, the awakening of the nation to a true realiza-
tion of those characteristics which would distinguish America
from all other nations. The growth of that consciousness
found expression in various ways, none more interesting than
the literature of the country.
The most eloquent assertions of American independence in
artistic and cultural matters are those of Emerson and «Vhit-
man, but their declarations did not arise spontaneously. V^at
were the fundamental forces which caused them and their coun-
trymen to wish to cast aside completely old forms of govern-
ment, old books and literature, old sentiments of European
origin?
The sermons, pamphlets, speeches, and poetry of early
colonial days at first expressed loyalty to England. Later,
when the governmental policies of the mother country became
oppressive and when all attempts on the part of the colonies
at reconciliation and readjustment became futile, political
independence was the only solution.
New England authors had been close to the writings of
Europe, particularly those of England, which they had either

6.
borrowed or copied. The patriotic sentiment so prevalent aftei^
1815 aroused desire in Americans for a literature of their own|
I
For the first time writers became conscious of the American
|
scene and the American character.
j
!
With political independence and literary revolt, the de- \
f
sire to lessen cultural and intellectual dependence followed,
and took form in the expression of Emerson who wished to get
away from all things European. Emerson was a true American
whose ancestors after many years had torn themselves from the
old country in their search for new opportunities in a new land
i!<
II
Thus far have been cited only those writers and those
forces which grew away from European influences. What of those
inhabitants who had hardly been connected with Europe
—
t^^ose
writers who possessed a local consciousness, with national im-
plications, v/hose characteristics did not evolve from a long
period of growth, but had arisen because of their provincialism?
i
They also, as well as the educated Emersons, v/ere Americans
jj
and creators of Americans . At the very moment when Emerson wa4
seeking a new individual in America that individual v/as being
portrayed in the short, ephemeral folk-type of literature of
the near-frontier of the South and Southwest, where, as the
historians of the frontier will also declare, the truest Amer-
ican spirit exists.

II Culmination of National Consciousness—The Cultural and
Intellectual Awakening
1 . The Individualism of Emerson
Unlike most philosophical idealists, Emerson seems to
have "been conscious of the true diaracter of America and Ameri-||
cans. He realized that, for any nation to progress, its cus-
toms must be based upon something purposeful and representa-
tive of that nation itself; it should not be tied down to any
ideals and traditions better suited to other nations. There- jl
fore, Emerson *s central doctrine seeks an intellectual and cul4
tural awakening through an analysis of the habit, the institu-
;
tion, the ritual, in order to determine its true -feie^tiort to
the consciousness of the nation as a whole or of the indivi-
duals affected. It was necessary for him to "lay axes at the
1.
foots of the trees" in order to reach the roots of old cus-
I
toras and institutions; having thus cast aside old ideas, he
was ready to build new ones according to the demands of Americ^
Of Emerson John Burroughs explained;
"His leading trait is eminently American; I mean his
hospitality tov/ard the new,—the eagerness with which
he sought and welcomed the new idea and the new man.
Perhaps it was his inborn radi ca lism . Anything new
and daring instantly challengecPhis attention. His
face was ever turned toward the future—the new. The
past was discredited the moment it became the past."2.
1. Pattee, Century of Literature
,
p. 457.
2. Burroughs, Literary~"Values, p. 194.

Because Emerson was optimistic and alert to new and chang-
ing conditions does not signify that he should he considered a
dangerous radical or heretic; he was merely taking notice of
and pointing out the fact that there are many forces in the
growth of a nation that are just as vital and important as the
traditional, formal methods of thought and behavior which are
inherited or transferred from another co\jntry.
Emerson realized that the time had perhaps already come
" when the sluggard intellect of this conti-
nent will look from under its iron lids and fill
the postponed expectation of the world with some-
thing better than the exertions of mechanical
skill. Our day of dependence, our long appren-
ticeship to the learning of other lands draws to
a close 1 'Ve have listened too long to the
courtly muses of Europe. The spirit of the Ameri-
can freeman is already supposed to be imitative
and tame." ^
In his essay on Literary Ethic s, he declared that all
things are new, that every lesson is to be new-learned, that
all truth yet awaits adequate utterance and therefore it is
3
the wiser policy to look, not to the past, but to the future.
4
Thus—"life only avails, not the having lived." There is the
nucleus of Emersonian reliance on the present, or the future;
it is the answer which the American flung back into the face
of Europe, where the "having lived" has always been so con-
spicuous and formidable.
In 1855, in a series of lectures in Freeman-Place Chapel,
1. R. W. Emerson, "American Scholar", Complete Works,
Vol. I, p. 83
2. Ibid., p. 114
3. Tbl^ .. pp. 155-187
4. Emerson, op. cit
. . p. 69
1i
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Boston, Emerson delivered a subtle analysis of the American
character. In comparing Americans with the English, he said,
"The American is more intellectual than the Englishman;
he has chambers opened in his mind which the English-
man has not; the American is a pushing, versatile,
victorious race, with a wonderful power of absorption.
Here is a grave interest,—the fortune of a quarter
of the world, as important as any of it. Everybody
here works every day and night, and nobody knov/s
whether we are drifting, or can chant the destiny of
the race. Our statesmen are not men of ideas. They
represent property rather than principle .. .But we
have much individualism; and in fact we do also have
much highly intellectual organization, and can see
and feel moral distinctions, and on such an organiza-
tion sooner or later truth must tell, and to such ears
speak. Such is our hope." 1.
Despite his loyalty to his countrymen and his belief that
America was the logical place to build a nation of new men, it
is clear that Emerson was a just critic of national affairs
and national faults. Throughout his earlier addresses he con-
stantly pointed out the need of creating an American sentiment
and showed the mistake of having our intellectual culture
from one country and our duties from another.
His Phi Beta Kappa address of 1867 is full of hope and
courage for his country as he makes a plea for America to devel
op a culture of her own. The closing words of his Progress of S
Culture show the high degree of optimism with which he regardeJi
his country:
"Brothers, I draw new hope from the atmosphere we
breathe today, from the healthy sentiment of the
Americans, and from the avowed aims and tendencies
of the educated class. The age has new convictions.
1. G. W. Cooke, Philosophy of Emerson, p. 126.

10.
"V/e know that in certain historic periods there
have been times of negation, -a decay of thought
|
and a consequent national decline ... .but .v/hat |
high personal worth, what love of men, what hope
|
is joined with rich information and practical i
power.... I cannot distrust this great knighthood
|
of virtue, or doubt that the interest of science, '
of letters, of politics, of humanity are safe. I
think their hands are strong enough to hold up the
j
Republic. I read the promise of better times and !
of greater men." 1 |
i
In 1850, Theodore Parker wrote of Emerson as
"the most original thinker we have produced in America,
a man of wonderful gifts...one of the rare speci-
{
mens amongst our educated men, and helps redeem
;
American literature from the charge of imitation,
conformity, meanness of aim, and hostility to the
powers of mankind. No faithful man is too low for his i
approval and encouragement; no faithless man too
\
high and popular for his rebuke." 2
Although many "faithful" and "faithless" men may not agre(
with Theodore Parker, or vvith the doctrines of Emerson, it
|
must be admitted that he v/as the chief representative of the
||
movement which strove to subdue that intellectual tyranny
|
I
which kept the native American mind cramped within the limits
of tradition.
The essential point, however, about Emerson's doctrine is]
not that it marks the freedom of the nation as a whole from
European tradition, but that it supplies a new and vital in-
terpretation of life along another path toward cultural inde-
pendence: the freedom of the Individual from the Group.
The rights which he would give to the nation as a whole could
come only insofar as they were also the rights of the indivi-
duals who went to make up that nation.
1. Emerson, "Progress of Culture", Complete Works
,
Vol.Vlll,p.,
2. G. W. Cooke, Philosophy of Emerson, p. 150_ 255 !
' ' '
!
I
I
i
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Emerson "would not deal with men as masses, but as souls,
as persons. The rude, unkempt masses be would separate into
pure and faithful individuals, each capable of an opinion and
equal to his own destiny. He would not have men herd together
so much as to make them the foolish followers of blind, common
impulse, but would have each person capable of surrendering
1
all to the call of personal duty." This same idea is expressef?
in his essay on The American Scholar when he objected to the
dividing or parceling out of occupations so that men become
mere farmers, manufacturers, or preadiers, and not MEN as in-
dividuals .
"The planter, who is MAN sent out into the field
to gather food, is seldom cheered by any idea
of the true dignity of his ministry. He sees
his bushel and his cart, and nothing beyond, and
sinks into the farmer instead of MAN on the farm.
The tradesman scarcely ever gives an ideal worth
to his work, but is ridden by the routine of his
craft, and the soul is subject to dollars. The
priest becomes a form; the attorney a statute-
book; the mechanic a machine; the sailor a rope
of the ship." 2
Emerson's main objection to this reduction of everything
and everybody to a form was that man does not remain MAN
THINKING , as he rightfully should, but he comes to a degenerately
state in which, as the victim of society, he becomes "the par-
3
rot of other men»s thinking."
Throughout all of Emerson's essays is stress upon self-
reliance of the individual.
1. G. V/. Cooke, Philosophy of Emerson
,
p . 96
2. Emerson, Complete Works, Vol. I, "Essay on American Scholar/!'
p. 83 Ij
3. Ibid., p. 84
•i
i
!
i
1
!
!
"It becomes him to feel all confidence in himself
and to defer never to the popular cry... In self-
trust all virtues are comprehended. Free should
the scholar be, -free and brave. Free even to
the point of defining freedom, ^without any hin-
drance that does not arise out of his own consti-
tution.* Brave; for fear is a thing which a
scholar by his very function puts behind him."
Emerson saw the implications of an attempt to re-think
life, and to accept only virhat the individual really believes
as he views his problems with the conviction, "Nothing is at
2
last sacred but the integrity of your own mind," Perhaps
his thought may be best summed up in:
"It is easy to live after the world »s opinion; it is
easy in solitude to live after one's own; the great
man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with
perfect sweetness the independence of solitude." 3
Briefly stated, the Man Thinking, of vvhom Emerson spoke,
is the man of Intuition who is to reject books, and other
means of Scholarship, for an immediate inquirjr into the truth.
The end of the truth is thus, not books, but mental activity;
self trust is to be cultivated^ for help can come to us only
through ourselves where is to be found the law of all nature.
This means that Emerson considered that the world is nothing
and therefore MEN are to be units, walking on their own feet,
thinking their own thoughts, and speaking their ovm minds. The
closing paragraphs of The American Scholar contain this articu-
late assertion of individualism:
1. Emerson, Complete Works
, Vol. I, p. 98.
2. Ibid., p.~5D
3. p. 53-54.

13.
"If the single man plant himself indomitably on
his instincts, and there abide, the huge world
j
wil3. come roi:ind to him. Patience, -patience; I
with the shades of all the good and great for
company; and for solace the perspective of yoiir
own infinite life; and for work the study and
communication of principles, the making those
instincts prevalent, the conversion of the v/orld.
Is it not the chief disgrace in the v/orld not
to be an unit; not to be reckoned one character;
-
not to yield that peculiar fruit which every man
was created to bear, but to be reckoned in the
gross, in the hundred, or the thousand, of the party,
the section, to which we belong; and all our opin-
ions predicted geographically, as the north or the
south? Not so, brothers and friends, -please God,
ours shall not be so. We will walk on our own
feet; we will work with our own hands; we will speak
our own minds. The study of letters shall no longer
be a name for pity, for doubt, and for sensual in-
dulgence . The dread of man and the love of man shall
be a wall of defence and a wreath of joy around all.
A nation of men vdll for the first time exist, be-
cause each believes himself inspired by the Divine
Soul which also inspires all men." ^
Thus, Emerson was the leader in the assertion of the rights
of the individual to think, to feel, to speak, to act for him-
self. Furthermore, the rights lAhich he v/ould give to the in-
dividual would in turn be given to the nation as a whole.
Emerson announced the intellectual independence of his country
3
the point to emphasize is his harmony with the spirit of
America which has always had to solve its problems in a new way.
The achievement of the cultural independence advocated
by Emerson is fair proof that the country had become nationally
conscious
.
I
i
Let us nov^r look at the writings of Whitman who was well '
acquainted with the philosophy of Emerson
.
1. Emerson, Complete Works
,
Vol. I, p. 115.
ji
2. The Americanism of VJhitman
It has been shown that Emerson had been the one who
clearly awakened to the necessity of an ideal, truly national,
spirit, to be expressed in the thought, actions and literature
of American people and to correspond with the economic and
political changes of an epoch of great unrest. Emerson was
1
truly "the Precursor" in the attempt to create an autoch-
thonous literature, to reflect a cultural viev/point which
should no longer be subject to European models. He it was
who realized that America v/as capable of expressing itself; he
felt that the American mind was at last ripe enough to acquire
a cultural nationality.
Whitman had read Emerson and had taken his philosophy
thoroughly and literally. "V.Tioso would be a man must be a non
conformist", "insist on yourself; never imitate", "trust thy-
2
self; every heart vibrates to that iron string" were accepted
willingly by vThitman; and so, in his own verses, he says,
"Solitary, singing in the West,
I strike up for a New World." 3
JlTiitman realized, too, the necessity of splendid indivi-
duals and personalities if America was to become a great
nation; but, v±iereas Emerson stressed the intellectual and the
spiritual. Whitman made more important the healthful, bodily
activity; whereas Emerson believed in the infinite possibili-
1. Bazalgette, Walt 'i^itman, the Man and His Work
,
p. 162
2. Emerson, Works
,
"Yol . II
, p
.
"V?
i
3. Burroughs, ^^aitman, p. 16.

of the individual. Whitman was concerned with the immense powe2[
of the multitude, the "crov/ds of men and women, the hundreds
and hundreds that cross (Brooklyn Ferry) returning home."
He was particularly interested in these crowds for he was one
of them, a product of the very soil of America--of a race of
Long Inland farmers whose families had lived in the same lo-
cality always:
"My tongue, every atom of my blood, formed from this
soil, this air.
Born here of parents born here.
From parents the same, and their parents the same,
I, now thirty-seven years old in perfect health begin.
Hoping to cease not till death." 2
He rejoiced in the vastness, the strength, the power of
the great America-to-be which was his. For the first time,
America had a poet who was as broad as the extent of the whole
coTantry--a poet who could dwell with equal pleasure on every
river, moiintain, or village from Atlantic to Pacific. He was
"One of the Nation of many nations, the smallest
the same as the largest,
A Southerner soon as a Northerner, a planter noncha-
lant and hospitable down by the Oconee I live,
A Yankee boimd my ovm way ready for trade, my joints
the limberest joints on earth and the sternest,
A Kentuckian walking the vale of the Elkhorn in my
deerskin leggings, a Virginian, or Georgian,
At home on the hills of Vermont or in the woods of
Maine, or the Texas ranch, 3
Comrade of Californians, comrade of free North-Westerners
The majority of readers see only the crudity of VJhit-
man's poetry and do not realize that his work seems filled
1 « Burroughs
,
p . 283
2. Burroughts, IVhitman
, p. 3
3. Ibid., p. 31
11
1
1
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
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with the conviction that he had a mission to express by ex-
tending the spirit of Democracy which to him was the outstand-
bard of Democracy and the prophet of it. His Inscri ption ,
which appeared at the beginning of his verses, best states his
"One's self I sing--a simple, separate Person;
Yet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Masse.
Of physiology from top to toe I sing,
The Modern Man I sing." 1
Whitman's message was that of Individuals, all working,
not in isolation from each other, but in a comradeship which
made for equality in all things for all men. He is the first
poet of all walks of life, of all conditions:
"Of every hue and caste am I, of every rank and region,
A farmer, mechanic, artist, gentleman, sailor, Quaker,
Prisoner, fancy-man, rowdy, lav/yer, physician, priest. "2
The nearest approach to the right social order, for ^jTiit-
man, was being made in his own country; he was truly American,
and the America that he loved was a cummunity rather than a
government
.
"I will make a song for the States that no one
State may be under any circumstances
Subjected to another State,
And I will make a song that there shall be
Comity by day and by night betv\^een
All the States, and between any two of them." 3
His new Democracy was to be a composite of personalities, of
I
I
Individuals, in each of whom he was interested because they.
ing feature of his coinitry. To himself he was the inspired
theme
:
1. Burrau,£ha,p.
6
2. Burroughs, Vi/hitman, p. 3.
3. Ibid., p. 83
II
1
i
taken together, were the raw material from which nations were
made. VJhitraan's promised land, the cradle of laniversal liber-
ty was
"...curious tov/ard foreign characters.
Standing removed, spacious, composite, sound," 1
He glorified in the heroic deeds of America, the
"Far breathed land, Artie
braced! Mexican breezed!" 2
His was the first all American thrill in our literature.
Like Emerson, Viihitman was interested not so much in the
past as in the future generations. In Pioneers he rejoiced
in the westward movement because it had spiritual rather than
political meaning; it meant the founding of a new land for
the millions unborn, and
"....we cannot tarry here.
We must march my darlings, we must bear the brunt of
danger.
We, the youthful sinewy races, all the rest on us depend
Pioneers! 0 Pioneers!" 3
He would have the future Americans purposeful and self-reliant
but he would have as their salvation, not individual isolation,
but human brotherhood which should overcome all selfishness
and greed. The supreme literary example of this doctrine of
fellowship is found in the consistent and noble doctrine of
Leaves of Grass :
"I will establish in the Manhattan and in every
city of these states inland and seaboard,
The institution of the dear love of comrades." 4
1. BurroTAghs,p.4
2. Pattee, Ameri can Literature since 1870
,
p. 171
3. Burroughs, V/ht t'ma'n
,
p. 370
4. Ibid., p. 2T

Whitraan knew his country. He could answer "yes" to his
own questions suggested in the preface of the first Leaves of
Grass in 1855:
"Have you studied out I.TY land, its idioms and men?
Do you see who have left all feudal processes
and poems behind them.
And assumed the poems and processes of Democracy?
Have you vivified yourself from the maternity of the
States?
Have you too the old ever-fresh forbearance and
impartiality?" 1
Emerson came across Leaves of Grass and in one of his let
ters wrote:
"I am not blind to the worth of the wonderful gift of the
Leaves of Grass * I find it the most extraordinary piece of
wit and wisdom that America has yet contributed. I am very
happy in reading it, as great power makes me happy.... I give
you joy of your free and brave thought. I have great joy in i
Here I find incomparable things said incomparably well.,..
I
now greet you at the beginning of a great career." 2
W. D. O'Connor in a pamphlet entitled The Good Gray Poet
in 1865 defended V,1iitman as a new force in American literature
at the beginning of the new, original, intensely American era:
"It ( Leave s of Grass ) is, in the first place, a work
purely and entirely American
>
autochthonous, sprung
from our own soil; no savor of Europe nor of the past,
nor of any other literature in it; a vast carol of our
own land, and of its Present and Future, the strong and
haugfity psalm of the Republic. There is no^t another
book, I care not whose, of which this can be said...
Every other book by an American author implies, both
in form and substance, I cannot even say the European
but the British mind. The Shadow of Temple Bar and
Arthur's seat lies dark on all our letters. Intellec-
tually we are still a dependency of Great Britain,
and one word—colonial— comprehends and stamps our
literature . .At most our best books were but struggling
!• Burroughs, p. 88
2. Emerson, Uncollected .Vritings
,
p. 208
=4^
I
i
I19.
"beams; behold in Leaves of Grass the Immense and
absolute sunrise I It is all our own I The nation is
in it 1 In form a series of chants, in substance
it is an epic of America. It is distinctly and utterly
American. Without model, without imitation, without
reminiscence, it is evolved entirely from our own
polity and popular life." 1
Enough has been said of ^.Tiitman^s beliefs in democracy
and individualism to show that he would have the same ideas
carried over into the field of literature. In 18V1 he issued
his now famous prose piece Democratic Vistas boldly calling
for a new type of writing because the old v/as outgrown. Emer-
son had pleaded for the aristocracy of literature, the Americait
Scholar, the Man Thinking just what he thought alone, regard-
less of the thoughts of others; I'/hitman was pleading for the
democracy of literature which was of the people, by the people
for the people. With precise clearness he directly stated:
"Literature (In America) has never recognized the People,
and whatever may be said, does not today; our funda- ji
mental v/ant today in the United States, with closest,
|!
amplest, nearest reference to present conditions, and
to the future, i s of a class and the clear idea of the
class, of native authors, literati, far different, far
higher in grade, than any yet known, sacerdotal, modern,
fit to cope with our occasions, lands, permeating the
whole mass of American mentality, taste, belief, breath-
ing into it a nev/ breath of life." 2
Whitman was thus saying that Americans had never been freei;
they had always echoed other lands and other books; if they
had directly imitated other literature, they had never realize^
that the literature of foreign lands did not fit the people
of America.
1. Pattee, American Literature since 1870
,
p. 177
2. Pattee, p.~T7?
i1
1
1
1
r
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20,
"America demands a poetry that is bold, modern, and I
all-surrounding and Kosmical, as she is herself. It
j
must in no respect ignore science or the modern, but i
inspire itself with science and the modern. It must bend
its vision toward the future, more than the past. Like
America, it must extricate itself from even the great-
est models of the past, and while courteous to them,
must have entire faith in itself, and the possibili-
ties and products of its own democratic spirit only." 1
In summary, '^/hitman anticipated the American character.
All those features which had been separate, self sufficient,
incoordinate—action, theory, idealism, business, literature,--!
he sought to bring together into a harmonious, fresh, democratilc
!|
ideal. He attempted, like Emerson, to awaken the people to |i
ji
their environment •
The problem for us now is to trace, through the pages of
literary history, the long line of causes and events vi^hich v;ere
significant in the growth of the feelings of national conscious
ness which culminated in the magnificent Americanism of Emerson
and his disciple V.Taitman, but I shall cover in no detailed way
the years between 1830 - 1855, the approximate time between
Emerson and Whitman.
1. Foerster, American Poetry and Prose, p. 973

Ill The Grov/tKof National Consciousness
A. Introduction—Loyalty to England
1. Colonial Life and Writings
During the colonial period which may roughly be called
the century and a half following the Jamestov/n settlement, the
greater part of the colonists considered themselves Englishmen!
and they remained loyal to England until the Stamp Act of 1765
Although outwardly separate and independent, the people of
these colonies show the same spiritual characteristics. Their
first search for religious freedom and economic liberty neces-
sitated freedom along other lines, Wtlbyi the occasion arose
they united readily once to protect themselves from Indians,
again to secure greater measures of self-government from Eng-
land; as early as 1643 William Bradford made note of "The
United Colonies of New England," one of the first prophecies
of the great nation which was to come.
The Elizabethan literature of this colonial period has
two outstanding features, one historical, the other religious.
The writings of Winthrop, Bradford, Morton, Prince, and other
annalists were the logical type to portray feelings of loyalty
for England. However, conditions of colonial life were not
propitious to any sort of writing, religious, historical,
humorous, or otherwise. Under the shadow of Puritanism most
writers tended to be serious. An excellent representation of
the spiritual state of New England was given by Nathaniel Ward
in The Simple Cobbler of Aggawam in America (1647) . Moses
(i
1
1
!
(
jCoit Tyler calls it "the most eccentric and amusing book that
I
was produced in America during the Colonial Period." Vernon
i L. Parrington refers to it as " THK BRIGHTEST BIT of Renais-
sance English penned in America—an Elizabethan clipped gar-
2
den set dov/n in a wilderness of theology."
On his title page Ward described himself as willing to
"
, .help mend his country, lamentably tattered, both
in the upper-leather and sole, with all the honest
stitches he can take. And as willing, never to bee
paid for his work, by Old English wonted pay. It
is his trade to patch all the year long, gratis;
therefore I pray, gentlemen, keep your purses." 3
Ward was very conscious of style, using eccentric terms
and the highly figurative language tending toward puns so
favored in Elizabethan literature. Let us examine a piece
of his complicated style:
"Sathan is now in his passions, he feels his
passion approaching; hee loves to fish in royled
waters . Though that Dragon cannot sting the vitals
of the Elect mortally, yet that Beelzebub can fly-
blow their Intellectuals miserably: the finer the
Religion grov/s, the finer hee spins his Cobwebs,
he will hold pace v/ith Christ so long as his wits
will serve him. Hee sees himselfe beaten out of gross
idolatries. Heresies, Ceremonies, where the Light
breaks through v/ith power; he will therefore bestirre
him to prevaricate Evangellical truth, and Ordinance
that if they will needs be walking they shall
laborare varicibus, and not keep their path, he will
put them out of time and place; Assassinating for his
Engineers men of Paracelsian parts; well complexioned
for honesty; for such are fitted to Mountebanke his
Chimistry into sick churches and weake judgments...
The Devill desires no better sport than to see light
heads handle their heels, and fetch their careers in
a time when the roofe of Liberty stands open." 4
Ward, although a social critic of his times, depicts the
1. Tyler, p. 238.
2. Parrington, p. 76.

theological outlook of a century which was clouded by the fear
j|
i|
of Satan and the workings of "the angry God,"
In the eighteenth century in Nev/ England the spiritual
j
yearnings of Cotton Mather and Jonathan Edwards reflected the i|
i)
same isolated religious spirit shown in the work of Ward; theii^
I
problems dealt more with the problems of preparation for life I
|i
in the future world. Parrington refers to these men as "ana- j!
1
!|
chronisms" . And yet, in this eighteenth century other spirit's
than those of Mather and Edwards were present, especially in
j
the southern colonies. William Byrd v;as perhaps the wittiest '
i
Virginian of his time and is to be noted for his geniality amidj
\irtcomfortable circumstances. In his piece. Progress to the
|
I
Mines , he tells of an amusing incident which occurred during 1
1
a visit to the home of General Spotswood:
"I was carried into a Room elegantly set off with Pier
jGlasses, the largest of which came soon after to odd '
Misfortune . Amongst the Favourite animals that cheered .
his lady's Solitude, a Brace of Tame Deer ran famil- I
iarly about the House, and one of them came to stare
{
at me as a stranger. But unluckily Spying his own i
figure in the Pier-Glass, he made a spring over the \
Tea Table that stood under it, and shattered the
Glass to pieces, and falling back upon the Tea Table,
made a terrible Fracas among the China. The Exploit
was so sudden, and accompany 'd with such a noise,
that it surprised me, and perfectly frightened Mrs.
Spotswood." 2
A second incident from this same visit to the colonial
I
mansion of the Spotswood family stated:
j
i
I
1. Parrington, p. 148
!
2. Byrd, Progre ss to the Mines , Foerster, p. 91 I
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"We all kept snug in our several apartments until nine
except Miss Theky v/ho v/as the housewife of the family.
At that hour we met over a pot of coffee, v/hich was
not quite strong enough to give us the palsy .Having
employed about two hours in retirement, I sallied out
at the first summons, where our conversation with the
ladies, like 7/hip Syllabub, was very pretty, but had
nothing to it." 1
The examples of the prose of Nathaniel Ward and William
Byrd serve to show the contrast between the leisurely life of
I
the southern plantation and that of the scenes of stern reality
in Nev/ England. The pier glass, brought from England and des-
cribed by Byrd, the fine conversation, the lack of hard work,
and the desire to live as gentle folk in a new and unsettled
country, are details which show in what way certain features
of the British Feudal system were reflected in America. The
II
New England writings show that same isolated religious tone ll
ii
typical of any country settled by men who sought religious free-ij
jj
dom . Ij
i!
The records of colonial times are humorous to us today
"but it is obviously not the writing of America; it is the
language of Elizabethans transported to the land across the
sea. Naturally, if the v/riters thought of themselves as En-
glish-men, they would not write of the problems of America.
Hov/ever, as spiritual ideas were gradually pushed aside by a
more sensible and practical philosophy dealing with the govern-
mental policies between the Mother Country and her colonists,
the Colonists began to settle the problems of the present as
well as of the future life.
1. Byp_d., p. 92
(i
2. Political Awakening ii
I
The earlier policy of Great Britain toward the Colonies
|j
had been one of salutary neglect, iinder which, of course, the I:
new coimtry had grown in v/ealth. I'Vhen the mother country
I
tightened her grip with the Stamp Act of 1V65 there naturally ii
i
arose a protest in America. Somewhere in the midst of the
|
mighty struggles of the Revolution v/hich followed, our national
i|
life began. It might be dated from the Declaration of Indepen-i|
i|
I
dence in 1776, it might have started with the Continental Con- '
gress of 1774, or it may have been v/ith the inauguration of
ViJashington ; a few follow Lowell who placed the birth of the
new nation on the day v;hen Washington took command of the army:}
"Never to see a nation born
Hath been given to a mortal man.
Unless to those who, on that summer morn,
|Gazed silent when the great Virginian i
Unsheathed the sword whose fatal flash
j
Shot union through the incoherent clash
i
Of our loose atoms, crystallizing them
Around a single will's unpliant stem.
And making purpose of emotion rash.
Out of that scabbard sprang, as from its womb.
Nebulous at first but hardening to a star.
Through mutual share of sunburst and of gloom.
The comrijon faith that made us what we are." 1
The effects of such a mighty historic event are seen in pre
>
Revolutionary prose and poetry. It is to be recalled that the
j
I
colonial writings were stilted and Elizabethan; much writing
|
was done as an escape from life v/hich was so often considered
\
only as preparation for eternity; humanity v^ras thought of in
reference to the future world. By way of contrast, the Revolu-
I
1. Lowell
,
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tionary literature is greatly concerned v/ith colonial problems.;
After the Stamp kct the colonies were one in spirit and there
j
!
was brought forth a brilliant oratory which was one of the j
I
molding influences on American life and literature. The writ- j!
ings immediately before the Revolution were of course politicalj
but they are no less literature; they were concerned v/ith the
!|
common needs and common destinies of the nation* It is neces-
|
sary to read letters, diaries, sermons, speeches, editorials
|
and the like for they serve well as the "grammar-book of 1
1
national feeling", or national consciousness. A history of any
people must be broad and flexible enough to include the social
|
and economic, geographical and historical backgrounds of Ameri-|i
i
can life; the zest of the explorers, the humor of the pioneer, i
the passion of the old political battles are all very importantj
as part of the backgro\ind of the national feeling, which pre-
|
ceded the quest for spiritual truth and social readjustment, i
the chief concern of Emerson.
1. Perry, The American Mind
,
p. 43
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(a.) James Otis
j|
ii
VJhen the colonies drew near together, before the Stamp
Act, there was no isolation but rather a splended spirit of
comradeship. James Otis voices the thoi^ght and feeling of the
multitude. According to John Adams, Otis* speech against the
V/rits of Assistance breathed into this nation the breath of
life; Otis v;as a flame of fire; " he hurried away every-
thing before him. American independence was then and there
born; the seeds of patriots and heroes were then and there
1
sown." In speaking of the \Vrits of Assistance, Otis had said:
"It appears to me the v/orst instrument of arbitrary
power, the most destructive of English liberty and
the fundamental principles of law, that ever was
\
found in an English law-book ... .1 was solicited to
I
argue this cause as Advocate-General; and because
I would not I was charged v/ith desertion from my
office." 2
To the charge of desertion Otis was able to furnish a very
satisfactory answer:
"I argue this cause from the same principle, and I argue
it with greater pleasure as it is in favor of British
liberty, at a time v/hen we hear the greatest monarclT"
upon earth declaring from his throne that he glories
in the name of Britain, and that the principles of
his people are dearer to him than the most valuable
prerogatives of his crown." 3
With reference to the actual contents of the Writs of
Assistance Otis pointed out that
"One of the principal branches of British liberty is the
freedom of one's house. A man's house is his castle.
And whilst he is quiet, he is as well guarded as a
prince in his castle. This v^rit, if it be declared
legal, would totally annihilate this privilege." 4
1. Adams, John, ."Vorks
,
Vol. X, p. 362 3. Ibid., p. 93
2. Tyler, History of American Lt., p. 133 4. Ibid p. 38
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It is clear from the excerpts froin Otis' fiery speech that
he considered himself none other than a British subject seeking
British libert^j- and British rights which he thought should be
granted by the British constitution. Otis pleads for consti-
tutionalism and for the protection of individual rights against
the unrestricted authority of individuals, but never once does
he v/ish to do otherwise than to modify the policy of England
and her colonies.
The writings of Otis betray "carelessness, haste, and a
disdain of revising thoughts, thrown off with the rapidity of a
1
powerful, impatient spirit." But there is learning, wit, argu-l'
mentative strength in them. He is showing that the colonists
have developed a consciousness, not yet of nationality, but of
jj
unity. Otis is deepened by a sincere desire, while resisting a
offensive ministerial policy to keep v/ithin the bounds of con-
stitutional opposition, desiring not at all to foresake or for-
feit that connection with the Mother Country which all colonist^
held precious. There can be no doubt of the sincerity of Otis*
protestations of loyalty for England. On behalf of himself and
his countrymen he felt:
"We all think ourselves happy under Great Britain. We
love, esteem, and reverence our Mother Cou.ntry, and
our king. And could the choice of independency be
offered the colonies, or subjection to Great Britain
upon any terms above absolute slavery, I am convinced
they would accept the latter. The ministry in all
future generations, may rely on it that British America
will never prove herself undutiful, till driven to it,
as the last fatal resort against ministerial oppression,
which will make the wisest mad, and the weakest strong."^
1. Angoff, p. 35
2. Tyler J p. 51

i
The real object of Otis in his pamphlets was not to bring
j
about a revolution but to avert one; to prevent so awful a
j
catastrophe, therefore, he implored the government of England
|
to recognize the colonies as in normal relation to the British
j
constitution and as entitled to participation in the Parlia-
j
ment . The actual result of his speeches was to start the en-
tire movement of Revolutionary thought along the stormy path
toward Independence •
In 1768, the Massachusetts House of Representatives sent,
to their agent, a letter, written by James Otis, defining
their opposition to the renev/al of taxation. It was worded as
follows:
"We cannot justly be suspected of the most distant
thought of Independency from Great Britain. Some,
vi^e know, have imagined this;...but it is so far
from the truth, that we apprehend the colonies
would refuse it if offerred to them, and would even
deem it the greatest misfortune to be obliged to
accept it." 1
It can hardly seem reasonable that any human beings would
refuse to accept the freedom offered to them but at the time
of the above letter actual freedom probably seemed like such
an impossibility that there was no necessity for thinking
which way to turn should it become possible.
1. Tyler, p. 459
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.
) John Adams
Among the most striking of the literary responses to the
news that, regardless of all appeals from the Colonies, the
Stamp Act had become a law, was that of John Adams. \'^/hat, to
him was the meaning of the rupture between England and America
in 1765, over the imposition of the Stamp Act? To him it was
the uprising of individualism against corporate authority. He
I
wrote,
"Let us presume, what is in fact true, that the spirit
of liberty is as ardent as ever among the body of
the people though a few individuals may be corrupted.
Let us take it for granted that the same great spirit
which once .. .seated the great grandfather of his
present majesty on the throne of Britain, is still
alive and active and warm in England; and that same
spirit in America, instead of provoking the inhabi-
tants of that coiintry, v/ill endear us to him forever, and!
secure their good-v;ill." 1 i
Adams, like Otis, believed in allegiance to England and
|
pondered over the anxious problem of petitioning the British !
Parliament in order to bring about a reconciliation. He was
optimistic in his belief in the possibility of a lasting union
between Great Britain and her colonies.
1. Tyler, p. 98
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(c.) Papers of the Stamp Act Congress
i
The papers of the Stamp Act Congress (1765) serve as v/ell I
I
I
as any other American writing of the time to show the utteran-
|
ces of the mind and conscience and heart of the American people
during such a crisis of affairs. The Stamp Act Congress had
met and passed resolutions upon the hated piece of British
legislation. The papers of the meeting include formal declara-i
tions of the rights pnd grievances of the colonists besides
addresses to the king, the House of Lords, the House of Com-
mons. These papers represent the first formal expression of
an inter-colonial body of American-Englishmen, then, for the
first time, united against a common danger. They are masterly
impressive pieces of political statement--learned, wise, tem-
perate, firm in their reverence to England and in their declarel
tion that the connection with Great Britain was their "great
happiness and security", and that they "most ardently desired
1
its perpetual continuance."
1. Tyler p. 459
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(d.) Charles Churchill
An American man of letters, Charles Churchill, while in
London, wrote a pugnacious satire entitled "Oppression". As
|
a British subject born in America with American connection the
i
author is enraged to see the interests of his fellow colonists
so ill treated:
"VJhen countries groan beneath Oppression's hand.
And pensioned blockheads riot through the land;
vlTien colonies a savage excise pay.
To feed the creatures of a motley day;
\'Vho can indignant bear to hear such crimes?
And not commence an author of the times?" 1
This execrable colonial policy that
"
. .half the western world annoys
That mars their trade, their liberty destroys.
That makes them slaves, or mere mechanical tools
To work for nought, as fools do work with fools."2
is carried out by Lord Bute, whom Churchill describes as
"a creature but at best a custom clerk.
In Ignorance supreme, profoundly dark.
As if in him all excise solely hung.
And fates of kingdoms balanced on his tongue t" 3
Churchill prophesies the outcome of any stabs of oppres-
sion v;hen he says:
"Ere five score years have run their tedious rounds
If yet oppression breaks o'er hi:iman bounds,
-
They'll bid allegiance cease her peaceful smile,
V/hile from their arme they tear Oppression's chain
And make lost Liberty once more to reign." 4
1. Tyler, p. 117
2. Ibid., p. 118
i
3. Ibid., p. iiB
1
4. Ibid., p. 119
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And yet--despite his vehement hatred for the British poli-ji
cy, Churchill exhorts the colonies to remain a part of the
British Empire as he thinks that they should rightly be:
"But let them live, as they would choose to be.
Loyal to the king, and as true Britons free,
They»ll never by fell revolt oppose that crown
|
?/hich first has raised them, though now pulls them down; i
If hut the rights of subjects they receive,
»Tis all they ask—or all a crown can give," 1 i
I
As in the other documents of the period, evidence is here
i
I
found to prove that the colonists wished to restore peace,
;|
union, and harmony between Great Britain and themselves. Even
jj
those who, later, fought at Lexington and Concord or at Bunker
Hill might have denied that their object was Independence.
|
Ever conscious of an indebtedness to the Mother Country, they
were making pleas for liberty dominated by English rule,
coming through a compromise in policy.
r!
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B. Patriotic Awakening
j
I
1. Transference of Loyalty from England to America
|
i
(a.) Patrick Henry
j
f
The speech of Patrick Henry, in 1775, marks the climax
|
of Revolutionary oratory. Fifteen years had elapsed since
jj
i!
Otis had stated the question at issue, and had tried to bring
j|
i
about harmony between the colonies and England. During these
,!
11
fifteen years the Colonies had been busy with legal argument
|
and political oratory; but every argument had failed and every
|;
i|
speech had been slighted. In his Speech in the Virginia Con-
jj
li
vention of Delegates Henry *s first words had implied that the ij
day of speech was past; it was time for action.
j
"Vi/e have petitioned, we have remonstrated, we have
j!
supplicated, we have prostrated ourselves before the I
throne, and have implored its interposition to arrest
j
the tyrannical hands of the ministry and parliament. |
Our petitions have been slighted; our remonstrances
jhave produced additional violence and insult." 1
|
i
We shall see that Patrick Henry's prophecy came to pass
in the tidings from Lexington and Concord:
"It is in vain, sir, to extenuate the matter.
Gentlemen may cry, peace, peace, but there is no
peace
. The war is actually begun . The next gale
that sweeps from the north will bring to our ears
the clash of reso^inding arms. Our brethren will be
j
ready in the battle. Whj stand we here idle? V.Tiat i
is it that the gentlemen wish? VJh&t would they have?
|
Is life so dear, or peace so sweet, as to be purchased
j
at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, God Al- i
mighty. I know not what course others majr take, but
as for me, give me liberty or give me death." 2
1. Snyder, p. 154
2. Snyder, p. 163
11
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Realizing that the king of England and his ministers had
|
turned a deaf ear to the pleas of the Colonies and had no no-
i
tion of compromising with them, Patrick Henry laid the foiinda- !
tions for the true American argument and voiced the true Amerin
can spirit which was to come to light more fully later on. !
Otis was a British subject seeking the rights of an Englishman;!
Henry was an American, a Virginian, pure and simple, seeking ,
the rights that were due him and v/hich he could not receive as
|
a loyal British subject.
j
(
(
The actual period of the Revolution had started and with
;
it a Revolutionary poetry and prose which should reflect the 1
i
strong, original, and creative impulse of the American mind.
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I ("b.) Benjamin Franklin
Franklin emerged as a champion of colonial interests. He
had miich to do with the repeal of the Stamp Act. He was a pov/er
ful propagandist and attempted to provide the British friends
\
of the Colonies v/ith information concerning American conditions
There is no doubt that the failure of the British government to
i maintain a wise policy v/ith the colonies was due to lack of in-
formation from the colonies as to their true feelings toward
England. Most men, both English and American, either did not,
or did not want to, understand the gradual drift toward separa-
i tion from England. Franklin himself had no thought of separa-
tion from the mother country, during his early life at least.
"Now I look on the colonies as so many counties gained
to Great Britain and more advantageous to it than if
they had been gained out of the seas around its coasts
and joined to its land... and since they are all in-
cluded in the British Empire, which has only extended
itself by their means; and the strength and wealth
of the whole; what imports it that the general state,
whether a merchant, a smith, or a hatter, grow rich in
Old or New England?" 1
Franklin deplored separation from England; he was loyal
to British institutions and sought to sweep away misunderstand-
ing. It is easy to believe that, if his advice had been heeded.
Great Britain might still be in possession of the Colonies, or
at least the two countries would be connected b^ some close
federative tie. Devoted attachment to England, the land en-
deared to him by so many ties of family, intellectual sympathy
and friendship, profound loyalty to the British crown, deep-
seated reveren<ie for the laws, institutions, usages of the noble
1. Bruce, p. 150.
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people in whose inheritance of enlightened freedom he vainly
insisted upon having his full share as an Englishman, were all
the characteristics of Franklin before the alienation of the
colonies from Great Britain . V/hen asked in the course of an
examination before the House of Commons what the temper of
America toward Great Britain was before the year 1763, Franklin
j
replied:
|
"The best in the world. They submitted willingly to
!
the government of the Grown, and paid, in all their
courts, obedience to acts of Parliament. Numerous
as the people are in the several provinces, they
cost you nothing in forts, citadels, garrisons, or
armies, to keep them in subjection .. .they had not
only respect, but an affection for Great Britain;
for its lavi/s, its customs and manners, and even a
fondness for its fashions, that greatly increased the
commerce. Natives of Britain were always treated
|
with particular regard; to be an Old Englandman was, I
of itself, a character of some respect, and gave a
i
kind rank among us ." 1
j
As late as 1770, Franklin wrote to Dr. Samuel Cooper,
"Let us, therefore, hold fast our loyalty to the King, '
who has the best of intentions and the best Disposi-
i
tion toward us, and has a Family Interest in our
prosperity." 2 I
Vihen the whole truth of the misdeeds of George the Third
|
was made known to Franklin, his awakening was quite rude and
unforgiving in his passionate reprobations of the King, and
finally in 1771 he was forced to write, in a letter to the
Comm.ittee of Correspondence in Massachusetts:
"I think one ma^r clearly see in the system of customs
to be exalted in America by act of Parliament, the
1. Bruce, p. 164 j
2. Ibid., p. 166 I

3eeds sown of a total disunion of the two countries,
though
,
as yet, that event may be at a considerable
di stance ... .thence, the British nation and government
will become odious, the subjection will be deemed no
longer tolerable; war ensues, and the bloody struggle
will end in absolute slavery to America, or ruin to Bri-
tain by the loss of her colonies; the latter more
probable, from America's growing strength and magni-
tude." 1
Thus, it is obvious that Franklin, months before the
Declaration of Independence was signed, was fully ready to
renounce all allegiance to Great Britain. In many respects
he was typical of the new American in the transition period
from that of colony to nation.
1
. Bruce , p . 206

(c.) Thoraas Paine
Thomas Paine arrived in America in 1774 just as the storm ij
was gathering. He exemplified the philosophy of Rousseau for !
the following reasons: first, his extraordinary ability to i
put into the language of the multitude the meaning of the pro-
|
I
foiind principles of the Declaration of Independence and of the i
i
eighteenth century revolt against fixed institutions, made him
j
the immediate source of much of the American thinking during
|
the period from 1744 to 1800; secondly, he saw and expressed
|
i
most clearly the implications of the American Revolution for i
i
Societal Reconstruction that did not take place in the con- S
stitutional conventions jl
ll
Because of Paine *s revolutionary principles and his geniusj
for expressing them. Franklin had sent him to America to be-
\
i
come the master teacher of the young country in the principles
;|
of democracy. No one seemed to protest his departure from
j
England and no one welcomed him to America but he seemed to
throw himself into the spirit of the new world; he became a
naturalized citizen in body and soul; he caught at once the
2
ideas that were in the air . It must be remembered that the
attitude of all classes and parties during the first ten or
j
twelve years of the Revolutionary period was not aimed toward
independence but rather at conciliation with England. Like
|
I
James Otis, John Adams, Franklin, and others, Paine, too, was
j
in favor of union with England and believed in a modification i
1, Hanson, Liberalism and Education, p. 22.
2. Tyler, p. 45^'"

of the colonial policy. But suddenly, as it seems, although
in reality it was a long, slow process, the '."Jhigs turned com-
pletely toward the side of Independence. Every paragraph of
Paine *s pamphlet Common Sense attempted to convince the colo-
nists that they should cease fighting for their rights as
British colonists ; the time had come to become American citi -
zens . Every argument was like a call to arms:
"oh ye that love mankind I Ye that dare oppose not
only tyranny but the tyrant stand forth I Every spot
of the old world is overrun v;ith oppression. Free-
dom hath been hunted around the globe. Asia and
Africa have long expelled her like a stranger, and
England hath given her warning to depart. Oh, re-
ceive the fugitive and prepare in time an asylum for
mankind I" 1
American colonists had the experience of the whole world
to profit from; to take upon themselves the maxims and policiei
of other governments without avioding their errors would have
been far removed from promoting virtue and patriotism in the
colonies. Paine says,
"This new world hath been the asylum for the persecuted
lovers of civil and religious liberty from every part
of Europe. Hitherto have they fled, not from the
tender embraces of the mother, but from the cruelty
of the monster." 2
Since the inhabitants of America were from every part of
Europe, and since England had proved herself to be anything
but a mother; the colonists owed no more allegiance to England
than to any other country. Therefore Paine said also,
"Wherefore I reprobate the phrase of parent or mother
country applied to England only, as being false, sel-
fish, narrow and ungenerous." 3
1. Shafer, p. 157
2. Ibid., p. 151 3. Ibid., p. 148
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Such a statement gave a humanitarian motif to the American i
Revolution and cut clean from any allegiance to England. Men
faced a new issue and gradually accepted the fiery assertion *
Ij
that America must be free; many felt that
jj
!i
"independence is ;l
the only bond that can tie and keep us together." 1
particularly if |l
li
"we examine that connexion and dependence
||
(upon England), on principles of nature and common
sense." 2
In the words of the historian Ben J. Lossing, Common Sense !
'
I
I
was the earliest and most powerful appeal in behalf of indepen-|i
dence and probably did more to fix that idea in the public
j3
j
mind than any other instrumentality."
j
Paine was instilled with the belief that separation I
i
from England v;as in accord with the workings of the Almighty.
^
In a contribution to the Pennsylvania Journal, October 18, 1775i^
he wrote:
"I hesitate not for a moment to believe that the
|Almighty will finally separate America from Britain.
I
Call it Independence or what you will, if it is the cause
of God and humanity it will go on." 4
Moved by this belief Paine issued his Common Sense which made
— - II
i
! the Declaration of Independence inevitable. In answer to thosel
!
who believed that later reconciliation with England might be
possible, he replied:
1. Shafer,p. 148
2. Shafer, p. 156
3. Angoff, P. 273
4. Hansen, p. 36
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"To talk of friendship with those in whom our reason
forbids us to have faith, and our affections, wounded
through a thousand pores, instruct us to detest is
madness and folly. Every day wears out the little
that remains of kindred between us and them; and can
there be any reason to hope, that as the relationship
expires, the affection will increase?" 1
Paine realized all too well that the concerns for quarrel
would be increased ten-fold should temporary reconciliation
take place. His v/as a plea for absolute separation at the
earliest possible moment.
Further annoioncement of Paine *s doctrine of permanent
separation from European affairs came in the publication of
The American Crisis in 1777, exactly twenty years before
Washington's similar declaration.
"These are the times that try men*s souls. The sum-
sum soldier and the sunshine patriot will in this
crisis shrink from the service of their country;
but he that stands it now deserves the love and
thanks of men and v/omen . Tyranny, like hell, is
not easily conquered; yet v/e have this consolation,
that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the
triumph." 2
So begins The Crisis and one must perforce read it in
its entirety to realize its cheerfulness even in its defeat,
its indomitable optimism, its faith in God and in the Ameri-
can spirit which uplifted the nation. Paine said in it,
"It certainly ought to be a conscientious as well as
political consideration with America, not to dip
her hands in the bloody v/ork of Europe." 3
He continued:
1 i Shafer, p. 157
2. Foerster, p. 171
3. Ibid., p. 172

"Our s5.tuation affords us a retreat from their cabals,
and the present happy union of the states bids fair
for extirpating the future use of arras from one quar-
ter of the v/orld." 1
Here we find, then, the doctrine exalted later by Washington—
that of complete separation, not only from England, but from
all European affairs.
Concerning the reasons for the actual separation from
England, Paine explained that
"
. .to know whether it be the interest
of their continent to be independent, we need only
to ask this very simple question: 'Is it the in- i
terest of a man to be a boy all his life?'" 2
|
All explanations of the birth of American freedom are small
details in the presence of the fact that the colonies merely
grew up. They had a right to their independence, they were
old enough to stand alone, and they had a duty to perform in
destroying all obstacles which infringed upon the rights of
that liberty. Paine ends his work in The Crisis with a pro-
phetic outlook into the future and a plea for a union of all
the states under one American nation. His plea was answered,
four years later, by the adoption of the Constitution.
Paine was among the first to use the term "United States"
he was constantly at work to build up the morale of the colo-
nies by assuring them that they had equalled the bravest in
time of danger and had excelled the wisest in the construc-
tion of civil government, '//hen the final victory of indepen-
dence had come to the colonies, again as a prophet, Paine
1. Shafer, p. 1V3
2. Ibia.
45.
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I
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pointed out the dangers and duties which lay before them:
"The times that try men»s souls are over—and the
greatest and completest Revolution the world ever
knew, gloriously and happily accomplished .let
us try to look back on the scenes we have passed and
learn from experience what is yet to be done," 1
He pointed out that the greatest danger to the colonies,
having now gained their independence, was disunion.
"On this, our great national character depends..
I
ever feel myself hurt when I hear that great pal-
ladium of our liberty and safety, the least irrev-
erently spoken of. It is the m.ost sacred thing in
the constitution of America, and that which every
man should be most proud and tender of. Our citizen-
ship in the United States is our national character .
Our citizenship in any particular s^ate is only our
local distinction. By the latter v/e are known at
home, by the former to the world. Our great title
is AMERICANS." 2
The consciousness of being AMERICAN CITIZENS instead of
British colonists prophesied what was to come to pass in
Jefferson's Declaration of Independence one year later, and
in the Monroe Doctrine twelve years later.
1
. Tyler, p. 49
.
2. Ibid.
,
p. 259
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(d.) Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson's Instructions to the Virginia Delegates of
1774, republished as Summary Vievj of the Right s^ America ,
exercised a powerful influence in uniting the Colonies for
the Revolution It was reprinted in England and furnished
Burke with arguments in favor of America. At that time it
was teeming with boldness and radicalism. The king, in this
piece, is told bluntly that the colonies are seeking their
rights, not looking for favors; that his duty is "simply to
assist in working the great machine of government erected for
the people's use and subject to their superintendence." Eng-
land is informed that all men must and shall have "equal right|^
ii
and impartial ones"; that "the whole art of government consisits
^
ii
in being honest," and several other statements which are seemjj-
I
ingly commonplace today but were then very rebellious.
Jefferson's Declaration of Independence is perhaps the
most significant piece of literature that ever came from a
statesman; it is a prose chant of freedom that affected the
j
whole world; it is a declaration not of American independence
|
but of human brotherhood. It is true that some of its ex-
j
pressions like "inalienable rights" and "consent of the gov- 1
erned" are taken directly from Locke's Essay on Government ; •
many of the statements are found in earlier records of the |
i
Virginia Assembly; it may be said that all of the statements
are in the Ten Commandments. Before the Colonies could take \
1
j
1. Hansen, p. 42. j
I
ji
i
1
i
1
I
1
j
i
1
i
1
i
i
i
the step that would plunge the coixntry Into war the delegates
at Philadelphia proclaimed their principles through the
mouthpiece of Thomas Jefferson. The power of the Declaration
lies in the fact that its principles are as old as mankind's
first desire for political freedom; it embodies the feeling
of the whole continent, past, present, and future. Terrible
were its words to a king and tyrant I For one hundred and
sixty years that Declaration has been read on the Nation's
birthday; during that time the Nation has been breaking the
shackles of men. The reform of yesterday, the work of today,
the hope of tomorrov/, are placed on the dream of 1776 that
"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all
j|
men are created equal; that they are endowed by their
j!
Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That, to secure these rights, governments are in-
stituted among men, deriving their just pov/ers from
the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form
of government becomes destructive of these ends, it
is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,
and to institute a new government, laying its founda-
tion on such principles, and organizing its pov/ers
in such a form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness." 1
This delaration was a call to battle for the rights of man.
The colonies were ready to answerl
1. Snyder, p. 204,

(e.) Mason Locke Weeras
In the popular imagination, despite the boastful intel-
ligence of our tvifentieth century, George Washington has come
to be largely a mythical character. Many are the legends and
too few the facts concerning the father of our country. For
most of the legends we are indebted to Mason Locke V/eems, a
simple character whose writings are easy to understand and
value. By profession a clergyman, by nature an adventurer,
Weems endeavored to write what he thought would be popular
concerning Washington; in his sprightly style he shows well
his attempt to understand the hiiman side of Washington and to
honor as was fitting the greatest man of his time. In true
ministerial fashion, Weems turned all the actions of \¥ashing-
ton to the encouragement of virtue by numerous applications
of examples drawn from the early childhood of the founder of
the Republic. Judged as literature from present standards,
Weems* style is bombastic and overloaded; yet underneath all
the moralizing there is evident a feeling of sincerity,
which appealed to the hard-working race busily engaged in the
conquest of a nev/ land; to them, its glaring morals and its
patriotism seemed to fit exactly their national hero whose
rightful birthplace was and should have been America. The
Washington of Weems and his unsupported tales gradually came
to be ingrained in the minds of the most stately and solemn.
The stories of the apple orchard, the cherry tree, the floral

initials are still part of the present concept of Washington.
Of course '.Vashington must have been far removed from the
canting and conceit which V/eems attached to hira»
In his Life of .Vashington V/eems stated that the Revolu-
tionary V'ar had happened suddenly because the king wanted
money for his "hungry relations" and the ministers wanted
"stakes for their gaming tables, or diamond necklaces for
1
their mistresses". In the first place, we know that revolu-
tions do not and cannot take place suddenly out of a clear
sky; Paine has suggested that the Revolution had been a grad-
ual sequel of events. "American colonies were like Spartan
children exposed on a wintry hillside. They survived and
grew, at first loyal British follov/ers, but as maturity came
to them, awe and subordination fell from them, and they
2
would go their own ways." Vtieems also said that "Washington
and his countrymen looked ever to England as their beloved
mother country, hoping and praying to win the French and
3
Indian Vi'ar in 1763 for the name of England only." Gradually
the English idea that the colonies existed for the good of
the mother country alone and ov/ed to her support and venera-
tion became ridiculous to Washington and other leading colo-
nists. Liberty, not separation from the British crovm was
their watchv/ord. "Then the idea, once promulgated, swept
through the colonies and immediately awakened among men every
1 . We ems
, p . 82
2. Hughes, p. 448
3. iVeems, p. 40
48,
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i
j
i
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where another idea—-the consciousness of an American nation
!j
distinct from Great Britain. ?/ashington assumed the awful
j|
responsibility as head of the army, to transmute the idea of
1
independence into a fact." Of course, Washington must have
been far removed from the canting and conceit which V/eems
attached to him; else his cotintrymen could have found a bet-
ter leader, one more capable, than Washington, of being in-
trusted with the destiny of the country. His essential
greatness can best be realized only after reviewing his jour-
nals and his decisions of incredible rightness.
1. Ford, p. 293.

(f.) George Washington
Washington's journals, letters, his message to the states
after disbanding the Revolutionary army all speak of the
patriot animated and dominated by a national spirit . To his
soldiers and officers in 1783, he made the follov/ing speech:
"And let me conjure you in the name of the common
country , as you value your ovm sacred honor, as
you respect the rights of humanity, and as you
regard the military and national character of America,
to express your utmost horror and detestation of
the men, who wish, under any specious circumstances,
to overturn the liberties of our country." 1
Hardly had the nation been formed when 'Washington saw it
divided between Federalists and Anti-Federalists. Then he
wrote his Farewell Address , still sounding the same note of
nationality, pleading v/ith the American people to be a nation
after their own fashion, avoiding alike the "entangling al-
liances" with foreign nations and the dangers of partisan
strife among themselves:
"...Citizens by birth, or choice, of a common country,
that coimtry has a right to concentrate your affec-
tions , The name of American, which belongs to you in
your national capacity, must always exalt the just
pride of patriotism, more than any appellation derived
from local discriminations .observe good faith and
justice tov;ard all nations; cultivate peace and har-
mony with all... it will be worthy of a free, enlightened
and, at no distant period, a great nation to give to
mankind the magnanimous and too novel example of a
people alvvays guided by an exalted justice and benev-
olence ..." 2
Washington's feeling for national unity and national con-
sciousness rests partly on the belief that difficulties with
1. V^arfel, American Mind
,
p. 185,
2. Snyder, p.
1i
t
foreign nations serve as a means to drawing the separate
states together, as a means to developing the national con-
sciousness which we shall attempt to trace.
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2. Patriotic Poetry and Drama
(a.) Anonymous Ballads
The spirit of any age can often be measured by the poetry
which it produces and inspires; however, the heroism of the
Revolution does not seem to have found adequate expression in
the songs and ballads which were produced. There is, however,
a new and vibrant note of nationality present in the songs
which at first appeared anonsrmously
.
One of the popular pieces which had appeared in England
in 1759 was David Garrick»s English Hearts of Oak , the chorus
of which ran:
"Hearts of oak are our ships.
Gallant tars are our men
We always are ready;
Steady, boys, steady!" 1
In the Virginia Gazette of May 2, 1776, when the colonies were
aroused by the Stamp Act there appeared the first parody of
the English Hearts of O ak. Although the title was unchanged thj^
i
spirit of the poem shows the revolutionary attitude which was
I
!
I
being born in the colonies who boasted: '
"On our brows while we laurel-crov/ned liberty
wear,
(iTJhat Englishmen ought, we Americans dare:
Though tempest and terrors aro\md us we see.
Bribes nor fears can prevail over hearts that
are free.
Hearts of oak are we still.
For we're sons of those men
Who always are ready
—
Steady, boys, steady! 2
To fight for their freedom again and again."
1. Tyler, d. 227.
2. Ibid., p. 227.

Ten years later, on the eve of the war, the song was parodied
again by another Virginian, but now it was called American
Hearts of Oak.

(b
.
) Peter St . John
The Stamp Act brought forth much more vehement verse
than parodies. Mr. Moore in his Songs and Ballads of the
Revolution chooses the poem on Ameri can Taxation as the most
j excellent of all in denouncing the terrible act of oppression.
Peter St. John, the author of the poem loyally wrote:
"y\hile I relate ray story,
Americans give ear;
Of Britain »s fading glory
V'ou presently shall hear;
Concerning the taxation
Of North America.
We ha^e a bold commander,
Y{ho fears not sword or gun
The second Alexander,
His name is \7ashington
1
In 1768 when the merchants of Boston determined not to
import anything at all from Great Britain until the acts im- I
\\posing duties had been repealed, there came an admonition to
I
i
the young ladies of the town to
"Let a friend advise you;
Since money's so scarce, and times growing worse.
First, then, throw aside your topknots of pride;
Wear none but your own country linen;
Of economy boast, let your pride be the most
To show clothes of your own make and spinning.
No more ribbons wear, nor in rich silks appear; 21
Love your country much better than fine things."]
1. Angoff, p. 121.
2. Ibid., p. 123
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( c
. ) John Trumbull
In Trumbull's V> *Flngall (1776) we see reflected the tem-
per of the colony of sturdy militiamen who had taken upon
themselves the task of opposing the Mother Country. Trumbull
patterned his two hundred line poem after the Hudibras of
Samuel Butler in England. The parts that pleased the people
of the 1770 's most were unquestionably the horse-play scenes
such as the hauling of the squire to the top of the liberty-
pole with a hook in his waist-band and the holding of him there
until he satisfied the mob with:
"Good gentlemen and friends and kin.
For heaven's sake hear, if not for mine I
I here renounce the Pope, the Turks,
j
The King, the Devil and all their works;
j
And will, set me but once at ease,
i
Turn \^ig, or Christian, what you please." 1 1
t
The poem is a good example of the rough type of American humor
\
of the day: it is an excellent picture of the political hub-
bub of the Revolution; and it is similar to Paine 's Common
Sense in being one of the forces which accompanied the Declarajj-
tion of Independence. Furthermore, it is very important to
note that M *Fingall was an attempt at an American epic,—one
of the early signs or foreshadowings of advance in literature.
1. Snyder, p. 183.

(d.) John Dickinson
Dickinson »s Pat riot's Appeal which begins
"Then join hand in hand, brave Americans all
By uniting we stand, by dividing we fall;" 1
gave rise to a parody which became the famous Massachus etts
Liberty Song expressive of the idea that
"...in freedom we're born, and in freedom v^re'll
live
;
Our purses are ready
Steady, friends, steady,
Not as slaves, but as freemen our money we'll
give." 2
(e.) Thomas Paine
Equally popular was Thomas Paine 's Liberty Tree which
appeared in the Pennsylvania Magazine in 1775. The last stanza
runs thus:
1
"From the east to the west blow the trumpet of armsL
Through the land let the sound of it flee.
Let the far and the near, all unite with a cheer.
In defense of our Liberty Tree." 3
1. Cambridge History of American Literature, Vol. I, p. 167.
2. Angoff, p. 287
3. Angoff, p. 281

(f
.) Hugh Henry Brackenridge
Brackenrldge was greatly moved by the effect of the mili-
tary events of 1775. He chose two events, the conflict of
Bunker Hill and General Montgomery's defeat at the siege of
Quebec, about which he wrote dramatic poems to be read but not
to be acted. The purpose of the first poem. The Battle of
Bunker's Hill was to arouse in Americans a feeling of military
confidence by expounding upon the unrivalled fighting qualitief
of the Patriots in the battle. General Warren of the American
cause is heard to remark,
"The word is 'liberty'— 1
And Heaven smile on us in so just a cause I"
Brackenridge gives great importance to the moral conditions of
a battle. Perhaps there is a power in the v;orld that makes
for the victory of righteousness--even upon a battle-field.
The implication in Brackenridge 's poem is that the moral superjf
iority of the Americans might have offset its inferiority in
physical force.
"Pear not, brave soldiers, though their infantry
In deep array, so far out-numbers us
.
The justness of our cause will brace each arm.
And steel the soul with fortitude; while they,
7/hose guilt hangs trembling on their consciences.
Must fail in battle, and receive that death
V\/hich, in high vengeance, we prepare for them." 2
At the close of the poem the British officers are made to ad-
mit that the Americans were filled with pro'wess and soldier-
like efficience. Lord Pigot of the British forces says,
1. Tyler, p. 214
2. Ibid., p. 215

I"Should every hill, by the rebellious foe
So well defended, cost thus dear to us
Not the united forces of the world
Could master them, and the proud rage subdue
Of these AMERICANS." 1
General Howe is made to ansv/er:
"E*en in an enemy I honor worth
And valor eminent. The vanquished foe
In feats of prov^/ess shew their ancestry
And speak their birth legitimate,
-
The sons of Britons, with the genuine flame
Of British heat and valor in their veins." 2
The second of Brackenridge * s dramatic poems was The Death
of General ^/lontgomery, at the Siege of Quebec * Its piorpose
was to present the despicable, perfidious, inhuman character
of the British and thus stimulate hatred for them on the part
of the Americans and at the same time cause them to feel capa-i
ble of fighting the British. Outside the walls of Quebec,
General Montgomery says to Benedict Arnold:
"This morn, I trust, we enter it in storm.
And from its bosom long defiled, pluck
This scorpion progeny, this mixed brood
Of wild-wood savages and Englishmen
VvTio » gainst their brethren, in righteous cause.
With crtiel perfidy have waged war.
Against their brethren, did I say? 0 God I
Are we the offspring of that cruel foe—<•-" 3
In contrast to the loathsome qualities of the British, Brack-
enridge represents the fine traits of the American leaders
who, through their love of country, feel that
"All things are mortal—but the warrior's fame;
This lives eternal in the mouths of men." 4
1. Tyler, p. 219.
! 2. Tyler, p. 219.
I
3. Tyler, p. 220.
4. Tyler, p. 221.
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(g.) John Leacock
Early in 1776 came an emotional drama called The Fall of
British Tyranny; or ftmerican Liberty Triumphant . The action ofj
the play covers the reign of George the Third culminating in
the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill and contin-
uing to the British evacuation of Boston in 1776. The spirit
and method of Revolutionary thought confronted v;ith the ques-
tion of Independence was the concern of John Leacock, the au-
thor. The real purpose of the play is brought out in the
epilogue:
"Are we not men? Pray, who m.ade men but God?
Yet men made kings--to tremble at their nodi
V*hat nonsense this! Let's wrong ?/ith right oppose.
Since naught will do but sound, impartial blows.
Let's act in earnest, not with vain pretense;
Adopt the language of sound Common Sense,
And with one voice proclaim—Independence I" 1
Here, as in the political documents of the day, interest
of the colonies had shifted from loyalty to the British crown
and condemnation of colonial conspiracies against England to
the desire for political independence. The literary defects
of these writings need not be mentioned—their crudity, coarse-
ness, dullness, and provincialism are merely the stages through
which they will pass in order to become national literature.
Six v/eeks after the Declaration of Independence came a
most prayerful appeal for popular support of America's ••-ar for
freedom. No longer do the ballad writers refer to "the colo-
1 . Tyler, p . 207,

nies"; rather the term of appellation has become '"the Patriots"
or "the y\mericans" .
"Come all you brave soldiers, both valiant and free,
It*s for Independence we all now agree.
Let lis gird on our swords, and prepare to defend
Our liberty, property, ourselves, and our friends." 1
1. Warfel, The x\merican Mind
, p. 165
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(h.) Jonathan Odell
The foremost loyalist writers serve to show the attitudes
of the Patriots as well as those of the Loyalists toward Eng-
land. Jonathan Odell in his Birthday Song for the King*s birth,'-
day, June 4, 1777, reviewed the former feelings of the Colonie9|
following the French and Indian Wars while they were con-
sciously making a futile attempt to he loyal British subjects,
"Time was when America hallowed the morn
On which the loved monarch of Britain is born,
Hallov/ed the day, and joyfully chanted
God save the Kingl
Then flourished the blessings of freedom and peace.
And plenty flowed in with yearly increase.
Proud of our lot we chanted merrily
Glory and joy crown the Kingl" 1
In the same poem Odell prophesied that the outcome of the
Revolution would be undoubtedly victory for the English.
"Though faction by falsehood av/hile may prevail.
And loyalty suffers a captive in jail
Britain is roused, rebellion is falling:
God save the Kingl
The captive shall soon be released from his chain;
And conquest restore us to Britain again.
Ever to join us in chanting merrily
Glory and joy crown the Kingl " 2
Such self-assurance on the part of the Loyalist party would
naturally serve to knit together the Patriots who, once having
won their freedom were determined to keep it.
jj
i|
"And now, brave Americans, since it is so,
J
That we are independent we'll have them to know, i|
That united we are and united we'll be,
j
And from all British tyrants we'll try to keep free/' 31
1. V/arfel, American Mind, p. 166.
2. Ibld^ ,P.T^
3. Ibid
,
p. 165.

(i.) Francis Hopkinson
The Revolution produced its humor chiefly in political
satire as has been shown in MJFingall. One of the most popu-
lar of the Pennsylvania war songs, written by Francis Hopkin- ij
son, was The Battle of the Kegs , which helped the Americans as
much as the winning of a battle would have done, by cheering i]
!j
the patriots to laughter at the awkwardness and stupidity of
the British when certain machines, in the form of kegs charged
with gunpowder, were sent down the De lav/are by Americans to
annoy the British shipping at Philadelphia. Afraid of the dis-j!
il
covery of the kegs, the British manned the wharfs and dis- 1!
charged their small arms and cannon at everything they saw
floating in the river at ebb tide. Hopkinson said that the
poem was based upon a real incident.
"Since wars began, I*m sure no man
Ere sav; so strange a battle.
From morn till night these men of might
Display 'd amazing courage.
And when the sun was fairly down
Retired to sup their porridge.
Such feats did they perform that day
Against those wicked kegs, sir.
That years to come, if they get home
They* 11 make their boasts and brags, sir." 1
As in other satirical pieces written at the expense of the
British, the colonists came to possess a feeling of unity in
banding together to make sport of their enemies.
1. Stevenson, Poems of American History
,
p. 208.
11
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(j.) Joseph Hopkinson
Joseph Hopkinson, the son of Francis, wrote only one
poem Hail Columbia but it has come to be as expressive of the
American mind of Revolutionary times as The Battle Hymn of the
Republi
c
came to be during the Civil war. Not an allusion is
made in the poem to the countries of Prance or England or to
their relations with America. The chorus follows.
"Firm, united, let us be.
Rallying round our Liberty
As a band of brothers joined.
Peace and safety we shall find." 1
1. Angoff, p. 336.
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(k.) Joel Barlow
Another writer of patriotic verse in New England was
Joel Barlow. His Goliimbiad is in ten books in epic style. In
part it deals with the sentiment of independence among the cole
nies and the coming of the Revolution.
"Each generous Adams, Freedom's favorite pair.
And Hancock rose the Tyrant's rage to dare,
Groupt with firm Jefferson, her steadiest hope.
Of modest mien but vast unclouded scope.
Like four strong pillars of her state they stand
They clear from doubt her brave but wavering hand;
• • • • «
Crowds rose to reason while their accents run
And Independence thunder'd from their tongue
Barlow's style is pompous and bombastic but he expresses
the spirit of the times. Again and again in his Vision of
Columbus he praises the poet as one of the glories of the Kev/
World
.
" On glory's wing to raise the ravish 'd soul
Beyond the bounds of earth's benighted pole.
For daring Dwight the Epic Muse sublime
Hails her new empire in the western clime.
Fired with the themes by seers seraphic sung
Heaven in his eye, and rapture on his tongue." 2
1. Angoff, p. 164,
2. Pattee, p. 56.

(1.) Timothy Dwight
Timothy Dwight, the grandson of Jonathan Edwards, was
another poet who attempted to express the national spirit,
first in patriotic songs like Columbia , then later by a huge
epic called The Conquest of Canaan , Those who have the pati-
ence to read carefully this long work cannot help seeing
Dwight 's bouyant enthusiasm and thrill of nationality. In his
"Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise.
The Queen of the world, and the child of the skies;
Thy genius commands thee; v/ith rapture behold,
X'fhile ages on ages they splendors unfold, "1
we hear the battle cry which accompanies the infancy of Ameri-
can nationalism. In his The Duty of Americans at the Present
Crisis, with reference to the unity of Americans, he says,
"I am warranted to declare that the ablest judge of
this subject in America has said that if we are
united, firm, and faithful to ourselves, neither
France nor all Europe can subdue these States." 2
1. Stevenson, p. 180.
2. VJarfel, The American Mind, p. 225.

II
i
~ " "
I
(m.) Philip Freneau
! Freneau*s violent passion for independence and political
I
I
j
equality was uttered in rough strident verse which "became the
i
I
I
more vitriolic after he v/as captured and imprisoned by the
I
i
British when he says:
i "Rage gives me wings and, fearless, prompts me on
{
To conqiaer brutes the world should blush to own;
!
No peace, no quarter to such imps I lend,
i Death and perdition on each line I send. 1
Upon his graduation from Princeton in 1772 Freneau and
Brackenridge wrote a poetic dialogue on The Rising Glory of
I
America which shows his reach of imagination.
I
—————
I
" I see, I see
Fredom*s established reign; cities, and men,
j
Numerous as sands upon the ocean's shore,
I
And empires rising where the sea descends !-
The Ohio shall soon glide by many a town
Of note ; and v/here the Mississippi stream.
By forests shaded, now r»uns weeping on,
j
Nations shall grow, and states not less in fame
j
Than Greece and Rome of old!" 2
I
j
In all Freneau' s early effusions he was a belligerent
!
pacifist, endowed with the hate of hate. His prayer
i
I
Deliver us, 0 Lord, not only from British dependence,
but also
From a nation whose manners are rough and severe
From scoundrels and rascals--do keep us all clear." 3
II
I
was the prayer of all Americans who, opposed to a kingdom that
i
4
jl bullies, and hectors, and swears" sent up their wishes and
(
prayers to heaven that they
I
j
"..disunited might freemen be still,
I
And Britain go on—to be damned if she will!" 4
I
1. Freneau, Poems
,
p. 34
( 2. Freneau, Ibid . , p. 49.
i-
3. Ibid
., p."T3^ 4. Ibid . , p. 210.
i
I

The examples cited and a thousand other poems produced
during the period of the Revolution are echoes of Patrick Henry-
pas sionate declaration: "I am not a Virginian; I am an Ameri-
can." A new problem had suddenly become apparent to the colo-
nies-that of forming one union out of many spates, of bringing
thousands of men into national peace and union. Hence the ora-
tions and poetic writings in order to solve the problems, or
to help to solve them at least, had to appeal to the love of
j
freedom which lies deep in the hearts of men. Too often, how-
! ever, these verses were close imitations of English forms but,
i
follov/ing political independence, the more creative impulses of
1
the American mind can be expected to appear.
1. Snyder, p. 154.

r C. Literary Awakening
j
I
1. Pleas for an American Literature
i (a
.
) John Trumbull
I
I
i
I
During the time of the actual Revolution the literature
11
i consisted mostly of utilitarian prose; very little was pro-
1
'] duced of belles-lettres except those songs and ballads which
j;
i| have just been examined. On the heels of political independence!,
i
I
Americans, some of them at least, felt that America should
achieve artistic independence. For the present, we shall deal
I
entirely with the field of literature. Viewed as literature,
!
the crude ballads or the monotonous epics appeal little to the
j
majority of present day readers, but they must be recognized as
i
I
the early stages in the literary growth which usually accompan-
I
les national growth. Obviously, if the growth of nationality
I
is slow, the growth of a national literature vmuld be corres-
j
pondingly retarded.
j
Perhaps there has never been another period when pride of
I
national greatness was so exhibited in American letters as
I
during those post -revolutionary days when there arose a sudden
r
I
I
and energetic desire to create at once a national body of let-
I
j
ters. The colonists were a part of England, reading English
i
j
literature and steeped in British thought. The Declaration of
i
1
Independence could not immediately and automatically change
j
the literary standards of the United States from English to
I
j
American. For this reason, poets declaimed against England and
I!
j|
proclaimed their independence of her, and yet, their actual
il

writings were. In form and style, reflections of the intellec-
tual dependence of the colonies upon the mother country. We
shall see that Barlow's Columbiad resembled the accents of
Pope and his diction was similar to that of James Thomson;
Trumbull confessed that his M'Fingall was imitative of Butler*
Hudibras; Dv/ight's Greenfield Hill is a replica of Thomson,
Goldsmith, Cowper, and many other eighteenth century English
poets combined.
Among the authors who reflected the turmoil of the Revo-
lution was John Tmambull, perhaps the most brilliant of that
significant group of men known as "The Hartford Wits", whose
patriotism took the form of desire for an original literature.
In his essay On The Use and Advantages of the Fine Arts , Trum-
bull said, in speaking of the recent struggles for liberty:
"They have awakened the spirit of freedom; and they have rec-
tified the manners of the times; they have made us acquainted
v^rith the rights of mankind; recalled to our minds the glorious
independence of foinner ages, fired us with the views of fame,
and by filling our thoughts with comterapt of the articles of
luxury, have raised an opposition, not only to the illegal
1
power, but to the effeminate manners of Great Britain."
Trumbull prophesies:
"In mighty pomp America shall rise
Her glories spreading to the boundless skies." 2
1. Trumbull: "Essay on Use and Advantage of Fine Arts",
American Mind
, p. 168
2. rbid. ,p.i68
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His prophecy goes farther than mere prowess in arms for Ameri-
ca; he modestly hopes that the writers in the new world v/ill
"bid their lays with lofty Milton vie;
Or wake from nature *s themes the moral song.
And shine with Pope, with Thomson and vy^ith Young.
This land her Swift and Addison shall view.
The for-raer heroes equalled by her new;
Here shall some Shakespeare charm the rising age.
And hold in magic charms the listening stage;
A second Watts shall string the heavenly lyre.
And other muses other bards inspire." 1
Trumbull told, not only of what v/as to come, but of v^^hat
had already taken place in the province of American ?/riting:
"This land'j be said,"hHth already begun to dis-
tinguish itself in literature ... .Our late writers in
the cause of liberty have gained the applause of Europe.
Many elegant essays have been produced in the style of
vvdt and humor, nor hath poetry been uncultivated among
us." 2
Of course he v/as exaggerating preposterously concerning
the literature that had already been created, but he was look-
ing ahead to the evolution of a literature which v/ould make
his country
"The first in letters as the first in arms." 3
1. Tyler, p. 211.
2. "Use and Advantages of Fine Arts", American Mind, p. 168
3. Ibid., p. 168
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(b.) Timothy Dwight
i
I Timothy Dwight, a chaplain in the revolutionary army, was
well able to write of the making of a nation; he was the grand-
son of Jonathan Edwards and thus came from a leading American
family. In his Conquest of Canaan he makes Joshua preach on
the rights of man and foretell the future prosperity of the
Republic where men shall
"Trace juster paths and choose their chiefs divine
On Freedom's base erect the heavenly plan.
Teach laws to reign and save the Rights of Man." 1
The Hartford "V.'its", Dwight especially, never seemed to
realize that diligence and patriotism are not sufficient to
create a body of national literature at a moment's notice;
Dwight actually believed that he had already created something
I
i
like The Iliad and The Aeneid . In the preface to his epic
i
I poem he proudly and shamlessly compared his attempt at epic
I
writing to the successful epics of Homer and Virgil:
"It may perhaps be thought the result of inattention
or ignorance that he chose a subject in which his coun-
trymen had no national interest. But, he remarked,
that the Iliad and the Aeneid v/ere as agreeable to
modern nations as to the Greeks and Romans. The rea-
son he supposed to be obvious—the subjects of those
poems furnish the fairest opportunities of exhibiting
the agreeable, the novel, the moral, the pathetic,
I
and the sublime. If he is not deceived the subject
he has chosen possesses, in a degree, the same advan-
tages." 2
Dwight 's use of the third person should be noted; perhaps
he should be commended for wishing to do for America what
1. Foerster, p. 232.
2. Angoff, Preface to Conquest of Canaan
,
p. 179.

Homer and Virgil had done for Greece and Rome.
Greenfield Hill
,
by the same author, is of better quality
than The Conquest of Canaan * Much of the poem is original;
It certainly is patriotic, and its prophetic vision equals
that of Trumbull, especially in the lines:
"All hail, thou western world I by heaven designed
Th* example bright, to renovate mankind.
Soon shall thy sons across the mainland roam.
And claim, on far Pacific shores, their home:
Their rule, religion, manners, arts, convey
And spread their freedom to the Asian sea." 1
Among the "arts" to be conveyed, Dwlght, of course, in-
cluded literature.
Dwight,
1 Greenfield Hill
, p. 58

(c.) Joel Barlow
-
The third of the "Hartford Wits" active in the attempt
to create a national literature was Joel Barlow. Realizing
that a national literature can come only after the inhabitants
of a nation have developed a national consciousness which must
arise from separation from the powers of kings, Barlov? wrote:
"Of these no moi-e . From orders, slaves, and kings.
To thee, oh man! my heart rebounding springs,...
Freedom at last, with Reason in her train.
Extends o*er earth her everlasting reign." 1
In 1787, he published an extended commentary entitled
Advice to the Privileged Orders in the Several States of
Europe, Resulting from the Necessity and Propriety of a Gen-
eral Revolution in the Principles of Government . "The Advice"
is in many ways comparable to Paine *s Common Sense and the
Rights of Man
,
dealing with the theory of natural rights, of
common wealth, and of social responsibility for the individual
Dem-ocracy, in fact, thought Barlow, should transcend national
lines:
"In the United States of America the science of
liberty is universally understood, felt, and
practised, as much by the simple as the wise,
the weak as the strong. Their deep-rooted and
inveterate habit of thinking is, that all men
are equal in their rights , and that it is im-
possible to make them otherv/ise ." 2
Barlow »s The Vision of Columbus , written before the
Revolutionary War, but published in 1787 before the French Rev
1. V. L. Parrington, p. 348
2. Warfel, The American Mind
, p. 239

olution, was concerned also with the principles of democracy
and had as its "real object.... to inculcate the love of rationa
liberty, and to discountenance the deleterious passion for
violence and war; to show that on the basis of republican
principle all good morals, as well as good government and hopes
1
of permanent peace, must be founded" on liberty. The Vision
of Columbus was expanded into The Columbiad and, like Dwight*s
Conquest of Canaan , v/as designed to be the national epic which
looked ahead even as far as the world federation for which
Tennyson was still hoping in order to:
"Bid the last breath of dire contention cease.
And bid all religions in the league of peace;
Bid one great empire, with extensive sway.
Spread with the Sun, and bound the walls of day.
One centred system, one all-ruling soul.
Live through the parts and regulate the v/hole." 2
In the Vision of Columbus Barlow's patriotism not only
takes form in pleading for liberty of body and of mind but he
is interested in the educational achievements of his country:
"In youthful minds to wake the ardent flame.
To nurse the arts, and point the paths of fame.
Behold their liberal fires, with guardian care.
Thro' all the realms their feats of science rear.
Great without pomp the modest mansions rise;
Harvard and Yale and Princeton greet the skies;
In freedom nurst, in useful arts inured.
Know their just claims, and see their rights secured." 3
1. Tyler, Preface to Vision of Columbus
, p. 173.
2. Tyler, Columbiad
,
p. 173":
3. Warfel, The American Mind, p. 233
74.

(d.) Philip Preneau
Despite the period of imitation there is one poet who
after his first fling of following British writers turns to
something which is original in American literature. Philip
Freneau realized that there v/ere
y.fev/ writers of books in this new world and
amongst them very few that deal in works of
imagination. In a country which tv/o hundred
years ago was peopled only by savages and where
the government has ever in effect been no other
than Republican, it is really wonderful that
there should be any polite original authors at
all in any line." 1
America before the Revolution was destitute of even germs
of original literature and yet Freneau dreamed of an indepen-
dent body of letters. He saw it in a very distant future.
Even after the Revolution he said,
"They (English writers) are excusable in treating the
American authors as inferiors, a political and a
literary independence of a nation being two different
things. The former was accomplished in about seven
years, the latter will not be completely effected,
perhaps, in as many centuries." 2
And so, Philip Freneau in his Pictures of Columbus had
Columbus say, when facing death,
"The v/inds blow high; one other world remains
One more, without a guide find the way." 3
At last the new world had produced a poet of its ov/n
.
Freneau, also, like the Hartford Wits, realized that
advancement in the fields of education and literature are im-
portant features in the development of nationalism. In the
1. Pattee, p, 166.
2.. Pattee, p. 166.
3
.
Cambridge History of American Literature
,
p . 181

latter years of his life when his hatred for England had
somev/hat abated, he commented upon the seeming necessity of
foreign instruction.
"It seems we had spirit to humble a throne
Have genius for science inferior to none.
But hardly encourage a plant of our ov^rn:
If a college be planned,
»Tis all at a stand
Till to Europe we send at a shameful expense.
To send us a book-v/orm to teach us some sense.
Can we never be thought to have learning or grace
Unless it be brougjit from that horrible place
'/»/here tyranny reigns with her impudent face." 1
Freneau, Dwight, Trumbull, Barlow, and others were becom-
ing conscious of the native abilities of American citizens and
were holding themselves in opposition to dependence upon for-
eign educational institutions which would be hostile to the
development of Americans along the lines of culture and the
arts
.
They were developing the belief that with growing poli-
tical and economic independence in this country there should
result a simultaneous educational independence. Unlike Irving
Bryant, and other romanticists, Freneau felt that any connec-
tion with European learning would result in complete oblitera-
tion of any new American ideas which m.ight arise; Freneau
failed to see the advantage of using the learning of the past
as a foundation for the advancement of literary achievements
rather than as a pattern from which to copy directly.
1. Warfel, American Mind
,
p. 212

(e
. ) Royall Tyler
In 1787 after the Declaration of Independence there had
been decided interest in things dramatic and theatrical; most
important was the production in New York of The Contrast by
Royall Tyler, marking the first American comedy to be given by
a professional company. Charles Angoff in his criticism says
that the play is worthless as a drama because it lacks plot;
the only interest, historically, is that it may be cited as
one of the first appeals for the literary independence for
which the new country at the time seemed to be striving. An
example of this appeal appears in the prologue
:
"Exult each patriot heart I—this night is shewn
A piece, v/hich we may fairly call our ov/n;
^ATiere the proud titles of 'My LordP »Your Grace I'
To humble Mr. and plain Mrs. give place." 1
The scene is to be laid in America, for
"Our Author pictures not from foreign clim.es
The fashions, or the follies of the times;
But has confined the subject of his work
To the gay scenes—the circles of New York." 2
Tyler condemns the importance that was placed upon for-
eign styles both of clothing and of speech. Of himself, he
says,
"Yet one,whilst imitation bears the sway.
Aspires to nobler heights, and points the way.
Be roused, ray friends I his bold example viev/;
Let your ov/n bards be proud to copy you I
Should rigid critics reprobate our play,
1. Angoff, p. 375.
2. Ibid
., p. 376

At least the Patriotic heart will say
* Glorious our fall, since in a nobler cause
The bold attempt alone demands applause .
'
Thus does our author to your candour trust;
Conscious, the free are generous, as just." 1
1. Angoff, p. 376.
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(f .) Noah 'Vebster
Noah Webster s political conceptions are representative
of the thinking of his day. He lived during a time of change;
it was a period in which institutions that had long been
honored were attacked unreservedly by the more radical.
"Previously to the late war, America preserved
the most unshaken attachment to Great Britain;
the king, the constitution, the laws, the commerce,
the fashions, the books, and even the sentiments
of Englishmen v/ere implicitly supposed to be
the best on earth. But by a concurrence of those
pov/erful causes that effect almost instantaneous
revolutions in states the political viev/s of
America have suffered a total change. She now
sees a mixture of profound wisdom and consummate
folly in the British institution, a ridiculous
compound of freedom and tyranny in their laws, and
a few struggles of patriotism, overpov/ered by
the corruptions of a wicked administration." 1
Webster was a student of the changes which were taking
place and as a result of his attempts to explain the political
revolution which was so evident he said,
"Great Britain whose children we are and v/hose
language we speak, should no longer be our
standard, for the taste of her v^riters is cor-
rupted." 2
Webster's place in the development of the political life
in the United States has scarcely been recognized. His Sketched
of American Policy in 1785 made him one of the leading pam-
phleteers follov/ing the Revolution. He was most interested in
the unique character of American life and political thought.
1. Warfel, American Mind
,
p. 227.
2. Ibid., Dissertations on English Language
, p. 228

His leading ambitions were: first, to form a distinctive
American character, and second, to create a consistent national
I
tongue.
i During his life Webster travelled up and down the Atlan-
i 2
tic coast and went as far south as Charleston. During his
travels he met many leading political men; it is noted for
instance that they conversed "upon the great question, "Jhat ar^i
the means of improving and establishing the Union of the
5
States?" The central idea in Webster *s early thinking was
that of constantly evolving institutions, at the center of
which was the idea of nationalism, a nationalism not of a
fixed character but plastic in its essential nature. He said,
"Virtue, patriotism, or love of country, never was and never
j
will be, till men*s natures are changed, a fixed permanent
I
4
I principle and support of government."
I
The American Revolution was an attempt to break with the
1 tyranny of custom. A.dherence to custom was contrary to the
very principles of American life. In the Grammatical Insti-
tute many of the selections have to do with instilling patri-
1
otism but it v/as a patriotism that found its chief interest
in the development of American life rather than in continuing
customs. If the Declaration of Independence was to have fun-
j
damental meaning it v/ould mean a break vvith the traditions of
j
Europe to mean a modification of those traditions to meet the
1. Hansen, Liberalism and Education
, p. 220.
2. Warfel, Notes on Life of 7/ebster
, p. 501.
3. Hansen, p. 220.
4. Hansen, Examination into Principles of Federal Constitution
,
p. 223.
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demands of American life. It was in this voluntary nature of
subservience to foreign customs that Vifehster realized that the
revolution was not yet complete. A political revolution is
usually accompanied "by relative changes in the mode of life
in order to prevent the establishment of the old order in
America. This slavishness to foreign institutions was the
chief cause of Noah Vi/ebster*s attack. He tried to give Ameri-
can youth the necessary challenge to free themselves from
thoughts and actions that were foreign to them. The times were
chaotic because there was no national spirit without which an-
tagonisms and irregularities would constantly develop and pre-
vent a cooperative effort to establish independent American
customs. There could be but one remedy for irregular govern-
ment and customs—the creation of a national consciousness,
"This could not be attained by imitation of foreign
customs. Imitation of foreign institutions had a
tendency to bring into America the very thing that
should have been obliterated in the Revolutionary
struggle
1
During the Revolution the nation had been engaged in a
vast, serious and arduous endeavor to gain freedom. This had
given rise to "the enthusiasm which v/as called public spirit
,
heroic virtue , and love of country ." As soon as the Revolu-
tion was over this noble spirit seems to have been "absorbed
3
in the general, steady principle, private interest." Per-
haps this was due to the fact that when the long, arduous
1. Hansen, p. 222.
2. Warfel, American Mind , p. 32
3. Ibid., r^T^S

struggle for political freedom was over, the nation failed to
become interested in national endeavors which would challenge
and continue the new spirit which had arisen. One of Webster*^
chief reasons for writing his Sketches was that of encouraging
them to create institutions which could never be fitted to
European situations and should therefore be truly American.
In the fomation of any national government the natural ten-
dency would be to keep the forms which had dominated life in
the mother country. Webster knew, if the Colonists did not,
that it would be a great misfortune thus to continue the sad
circumstances v^hich had in the beginning driven the colonists
away from Europe. National interest should be placed above
all else; this was his convinction when he wrote:
"Every individual, as a citizen and subject of the
American empire, has a national interest superior
to all others." 1
Nationalism involved a new set of loyalties peculiar to the
new democratic form of government. V/ebster believed that a
new type of character was to be formed through education
which should include habituation in democratic ways of thinking
He recognized that
"Our constitutions of civil government are not
yet firmly established; our national character
is not yet formed," 2
and believed it the highest mission of the state to form such
a character through the establishment of a national system of
education
.
1. Warfel, Sketches of American Policy
,
p. 1788
2 . V/arf e 1 , The American Mind, p. fecJl
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During the early state period there seems to have been
entire lack of national character. Among the numerous associ-
ations formed at this time for promotion of national interests
j
we find that Noah V/ebster was interested in the "Association
of American Patriots for the purDose of forming a National
1
Character." He was always active where national interests wer^
involved. The resistance to the abuses of American interests
on the seas was due to this lack of nationality. In America
"every child. ., .should be acquainted with his
own counti-»j''. He should read the books that fur-
nish him with ideas that will be useful to him
in life and practice. As soon as he opens his
lips, he should rehearse the history of his own
country; he should lisp the praise of liberty,
and of those illustrious heroes and statesmen v/ho
have wrought a revolution in his favor." 2
In the introduction to the American Magazine in 1787 Webster
announced as his purpose the gathering together of such mater-
ials as would develop in this country an interest in its lit-
erary products, in its geography and history. He said,
"The Editor is determined to collect as many
original essays as possible; and particularly
such as relate to this country, and contain
useful and curious discoveries in the history
or geography of America ... .and the peculiar in-
stitutions and customs of the people in the
different States." 3
It was important to stimulate a feeling of attachment to the
interests of the United States. In Sketches of American Polic^ji
Webster said, "Provincial interest is inseparable from
1. Hansen, p. 225.
2. Hansen, p. 329.
3. Hansen, p. 329.
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national interest" and they must increase or decrease simul-
taneously. He urged that "These things demand our early and
1
careful attention." Thus early he realized as prerequisites
of effective democracy liberty and nationality. Webster's
method for achieving liberty and nationality was through a
system of national education.
National solidarity was required in order to command the
resoect of other nations; "Our honor requires us to have a
2
system of our own, in language as well as government." A
national language was a necessity.
"A national language is a bond of national union .
Every engine should be employed to render the
people of this country national, to call their
attachments home to their own country; and to
inspire them with the pride of national character."
Webster argued that
"America is in a situation most favorable for
great reformations • . . .The minds of men in this
country have been awakened."
For many reasons, "Now is the time, and this is the country,
3
in which we may expect success in attempting changes." Since
the time was so favorable Webster continued, "Let us, then,
seize the present moment and establish a national language as
4
well as national government." There can be no question that
with the establishment of national language and government a
nev/ type of national character would automatically and un-
consciously develop. Recognizing the value of addresses and
1. 'Varfel, American Mind
,
p. 1785
2. Hansen, p . 320
3. Hansen, p. 320
4. Ibid
., p. 321
I
docTxments "written at the commencement of the late Revolution"
Webster desired to make them available to the youth of America
because they contained "such noble sentiments of liberty and
patriotism." The schools could have no nobler function than
"to transfuse them into the breasts of the rising generation,"
Briefly stated, the purpose of Noah Webster was to establish
the fundamental equalities of humanity which is allowed to
express itself, and to arouse an appreciation of the princi-
ples of democracy as announced in the Revolution. This re-
quired an independence from European thought, a type of think-
2
ing free from racial and other long established prejudices.
Webster's ultimate aim was always the creation of national
unity through humanistic methods. Not only did Webster think
that there should be a new language based upon American new-
nesses, but there should be a simplification of spelling. In
this he went to radical extremes. He had published his advo-
cacy of newness because:
"I very early discuvered that altho the name of an
old and respectable character givs credit
and consequence to hiz ritings, yet the name of
a yung man iz often prejudicial to his performances.
By conceeling my name, the opinions of men have
been prezerved from an undu bias arizing frum personal
prejudices, the faults of the ritings having been
detected, and their merit in public estimation
ascertained." 3
With fine courage '.Vebster began to compile a "Columbian
Dictionary" that was to break completely with Doctor Johnson's
1. Warfel, American Mind
,
p. 1786
2* Hansen, p. 245.
3. Pattee, p. 176.

standard work and record the English spoken in America. By
1800 he had yielded to criticism and was preparing a less
revolutionary type of dictionary—in which he greatly departed
from conventional usages and as a result was greatly opposed
for his "wigwam" words and his admitted Americanisms.
V/ith reference to sending the youth of America to Europe
for their education, Webster says, "This was right before the
revolution; at least as far as national attachments were con-
I cerned, but the proDriety of it ceased with our political re-
1
lation to Great Britain." Serious results would arise if this
practice were to continue: "In the first place, our honor as
I
an independent nation is concerned in the establishment of
I
literary institutions, adequate to all our own purposes; with-
out sending our youth abroad, or depending on other nations
2
I for books and instructors." Y/ebster declared that it was of
I
I
i
great importance that those who direct the affairs of a nation
should be educated in that nation and "when a knowledge of
|
their own country is obtained, and an attachment to its laws
|
i
1
\ and interests deeply fixed in their hearts, then young gen-
1
r
1 tlemen may travel with infinite advantage and perfect safety...
i
^
[
My meaning is that men should travel, and not boys."
!
1
'-Vebster believed that even after completing their school
I course in this country youth should become well acquainted
1
I
with their ov/n country before European travel. l-Vhile the
]
1. Hansen, p. 339.
!
2. Ibid
,,
Hansen, p. 334
3. Hansen "On Education of Youth in America", p. 535

states had been a part of the British empire it was natural
|
that "our interests, our feelings, were those of Englishmen;
'
our dependence led us to respect and imitate their manners, and
1
to look up to them for our opinions." Then, before the Revo-
lution, "We had little thought of any national interest in
2
America, and we had no common interest." But now circumstan-
ces ^^ere changed: "A. tour through the United States ought
3
to be considered a necessary part of a liberal education."
There should be "an attention to the spirit and manners of the
4
inhabitants, their laws, local customs and institutions."
Webster closed his appeal for education within the United
States by saying, "Americans, unshackle your minds, and act
5
like independent beings."
Noah V/ebster's early training and experience gave him an
uniquely American outlook. Influenced by Thomas Paine and
Thomas Jefferson during the Revolution, he sought to make per-
manent the philosophy of change and reconstruction that had
dominated during the war against Great Britain. The essense of
democracy and the spirit of national consciousness which Noah
Webster sought "lay in the change from external control to con-
trol from vdthin, from the control motivated by fear to that
motivated by a sense of values, from acceptance of authority
6
to a scientific, experimental attitude." V/ebster realized
1. Haris'en,p.3o5.
2. Ibid., p. 336
3. Tpl^., p. 336
4. TBIH., p. 336
5. Itbld
., p. 336
6. Hansen, p. 255.
Ir
that nov; that the United States \ms independently free from
the time-honored customs of England, she could, and should,
also be free in thought. Unless the tyranny of opinion and
custom could be broken, the awakening national consciousness
would die in its infancy. According to iVebster a national sys
tem of education would be the only adequate means for forming
such a national character.
In summary, just as Jefferson, Washington, Paine and
others sought political nationalism, so also was Noah Webster
seeking a nationalism along the lines of cultural advancement..
rc
(g.) William Cullen Bryant
In his essay on American poetry written at the request
of Mr. Willard Phillips, one of the editors of the North Ameri
can Reviev;
,
Bryant traced the development of verse in the
United States. Evidently Bryant himself must have realized the
superiority of his verse over that written at any previous time
when he says,
"..though it (earlier poetry) has not reached any high
degree of perfection, it is yet, perhaps, better than
it co\ild have been expected to be, considering that
our nation has scarcely seen t¥»o centuries since its
founders erected their cabins on its soil, and that
our citizens are just beginning to find leisure to
attend to intellectual refinements, to indulge in
intellectual luxury, and to afford the means of re-
warding intellectual excellence." 1
Mr. Mlliam A. Bradley, Bryant *s biographer, expresses
the belief that it was perhaps not so much lack of leisure to
attend to intellectual refinements, especially during the
eighteenth century, as the blight of provincialism that had
hindered the development of the native literature . To anyone
who closely examines our literature before Bryant it will be
evident that poetry did not flourish to any marked degree dur-
ing the colonial or early national periods of America and, as
has been pointed out before in this essay, it was sometime
after political independence had been accomplished before any
sign of a feeling of national consciousness appeared in the
field of literature. Bradley reviexvs the fact that the poetry
1. Godwin, Essay on American Poetry
,
p. 45*52.

jj
of colonial days had consisted of versions of the Psalms for
|i use in their meeting houses, scriptural paraphrases, rhymed
i arguments in favor of various doctrines of the prevailing Cal-
1 vinistic theology, and religious elegies and epitaphs celebra-
I
ting the virtues of the early elders of the colonies. Later,
I
I
when New Engls.nd became less religious, Mrs. Anne Bradstreet
|f
j
introduced elegant poetry somewhat im.itative of the metaphysi-
1
j
cal verse v;hich was so fashionable in England at the time. In
I
j
! the days before the Revolution, the use of poetry for politicaX
j
satire has already been seen in The Battle of the Kegs by
|
I
Francis Hopkinson, in the verses of Philip Freneau, Jonathan
!
I
Trumbull and others. After the Revolution the Hartford Wits
i
attempted to establish a national American literature particu-
I
larly v;ith Dv/ig3it*s Conquest of Canaan and Barlow's Columbiad .
I
j
Bryant stands midway between the old and the new, We
i
I
are told that he was trained by a Puritan father and grand-
I
father who held fast to the classical conventions of the
j
I eighteenth century. In his essay on poetry he appreciated the
I
quaintness and curiosity of Puritan poetry, the coarseness and
crudity of Revolutionary satire, and the iraitativeness of the
I
Hartford Wits who attempted to copy "certain of the poets of
I
England v;ho flourished near the period in which they began to i
! 1
!
write."
j
I
This imitative tendency which existed even in Bryant's dajj
I 1. Godwin, Bryant, p. 46.

91
is condemned by him as being detrimental to the innate abili-
ties of rising native poets . In the following characteristic
passage he expresses his disapproval of such methods of imita-
tion:
"With respect to the style of poetry prevailing at the
present day in our country, we apprehend that it will
be found, in too many instances, tinged with a sickly
and affected imitation of the peculiar manner of some
of the late popular poets of England, "'e speak not
of a disposition to eraulfc.te whatever is beautiful and
excellent in their writings, still less would we be
understood as intending to censure that sort of imi-
tation which, exploring all the treasures of English
poetry, calls from all a diction that shall form natural
and becoming dress for the conception of the writer
—
this is a course of preparation which everyone ought
to go through before the public--but we desire to set
a mark on that servile habit of copying which adopts
the vocabulary of some fa^^orite author and apes the
fashion of his sentences, and cramps and forces the
ideas into a shape #iich they would not naturally have
taken and of which the only recommendation is, not that
it is most elegant or most striking, but that it bears
some resemblance to the manner of him who is proposed
as a model. This way of writing has an air of poverty
and meanness: it seems to indicate a paucity of reading
as well as a perversion of taste; it might almost lead
us to suspect that the writer had but one or two examples
of poetical composition in his hands, and was afraid
of expressing himself, except according to some formula
which they might contain; and it has ever been, and ever
vijill be, the resort of those who are sensible that their
works need some factitious recommendation to give them
even a temporary popularity." 1
This v/as a new type of American criticism. As far as
poetry is concerned this is the first statement of the need for
||
intellectual independence in the United States: that hence-
forth American poets should seek to achieve original self ex-
jl
pression and cease imitating the style of any particular
;| 1. Bryant, Essay on Ameri can Poetry - , p. 45
|:
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school. It is true that in some of Bryant *s ov/n poetry he
i
does not avoid the mistake lAhich he mentions but, it seems that
he uses imitation, not as an end in itself but as a means of im
provement of his ovm individual style
.
In 1821 Bryant was chosen to deliver the annual Phi Beta
Kappa poem at Harvard. The theme he used was that v;hich young
Preneau had used at Princeton and that which Barlow had used in
his Vision of Columbus : the long roll of the ages culminating
1
in the establishment in the New World of the hope of all lands:
"Here the free spirit of mankind, at length.
Throws its last fetters off; and v/ho shall place
A limit to the giant *s unchained strength.
Or curb his swiftness in the forv/ard race?" 2
Bryant's object was to shov/ the triumph of virtue and
liberty and peace in the new country of America. The Ages was
published in a pamphlet v/ith several other of Bryant's poems
and Mr. William A. Bradley says thf:ct it marks the birth of
American poetry just as surely as Irving 's Sketch Book marks
3
the birth of American prose literature.
1. Pattee, Century of Literature
, p. 307
2 . Bryant
,
Poems
,
p. 24
3. Godwin, p. 45
i

(h.) James K. Paulding
One of the most outspoken American critics of the eight-
eenth century, opposed to the Romanticism of Scott and his fol-
lowers, was James Kirk Paulding who had been associated v/ith
Irving in the edition of the Salmagundi papers.
Paulding realized that a national literature can best
rise from the development of American themes, stories of the
sea, the forest, American birds, American nature— somev/hat
crude, but at least genuine. In The Lay of the Scottish Fiddle
he pleads first for originality in American writing, and m-ost
of all deplores the lack of romanticization
.
"Give us something new--something characteristic of
your native feelings, and I don't care what it is.
I am somewhat tired of licentious love ditties,
border legends, affected sorrows, and grumbling
misanthropy. I want to see something wholesome,
natural, and national," 1
He carries his exhortation to American writers to portray
their feelings of national consciousness v/hich he was evidently
sure existed into his Salmagundi Papers when he stated:
"The best and most perfect works of imagination appear
to me to be those which are founded upon a combination
of such characters as every generation of men exhibits,
and such events as have often taken place in the world
and v/ill again. Such works are only fictions because
the tissue of events v/hich they record never perhaps
happened in precisely the same train, and to the same
number of persons, as are exhibited and associated in
the relation. Real life is fraught with adventures,
to v;hich the wildest fictions scarcely afford a paral-
lel; and it has this special advantage over its rival,
that these events, however extraordinary, can always be
1. Pattee, Lay of Scottish Fiddl e, p. 292

traced to motives, actions, and passions, arising
out of circurastances.no way \innatural, and partaking
of no Impossible or supernatural agency." 1
A writer in the American Quarterly Review , June 1827,
Paulding, perhaps, again, reviewing the pulbished plays of
Dunlap, represented a true American drama, which was yet to
be produced thus:
"By a national drama, v/e mean, not merely a class of
dramatic productions written by Americans, but one
appealing directly to the national feelings; founded
upon domestic incidents—illustrating or satirizing
domestic manners—and, above all, displaying a generous
chivalry in the maintenance and vindication of those
|
great and illustrious peculiarities of situation and
character, by which we are distinguished from all
other nations... It is this which we call a national
literature; and, unless we greatly err, it is these
characteristics which must, eventually, constitute the
principal materials of one. '.7e have no peculiar language
to create an identity of our ovm; and it must, in a
great measure, be in its apt and peculiar application
to ourselves, our situation, character, government and
institutions, that our literature would seem destined
to become national." 2
Such were the pleas for American literature. In what
ways was this native original literature actually created?
1. Pattee, Second Series of Salmagundi
, p. 292.
2. Pattee, p. 412.

2. Consciousness of the American Scene
(a.) Hector St. John de Crevecoeur
In 1782 just as England had become accustomed to the idea
i
that the "obstreperous colonies had finally come of age", to
use the term of Thomas Paine, there was published in London
an American book concerning these American children and their
new country. Its lengthy title page bore the v;ords: "Letters
from an American Parmer, describing certain provincial situa-
tions, manners, and customs, not generally known, and convey-
ing some idea of the late and present interior circumstances
of the British colonies in North America: written for the
information of a friend in England, by J, Hector St. John,
a farmer in Pennsylvania."
Crevecoeur was a sentimentalist and theorist, neither
British nor American in the Revolutionary struggle. He travell
a great deal, and knew far more about his country and the life
of rural America than any other man of his time . He believed
that the nev/ environment was producing a new race in America;
there, through industry and struggle and the right to keep
the fruits of his toil, the poorest man became a citizen.
"An European, when he first arrives, seems limited in
his intentions, as well as in his viev;s, but he very
suddenly alters his scale; tv/o thousand miles formerly
appeared a very great distance, it is now but a trifle;
he no sooner breathes our air than he forms nev/ schemes
and embarks in designs he never would have thought of
in his ovm country. There the plenittide of society
j
1. Hughes, p. 448
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often confines him an
extinguishes the most
ripen into maturity,
an American . . .He oegi
sort of ressurection;
simply vegetated; he
he is treated as such
the love of the new a
into being; from a se
It is in consequence
an American." 1
d his useful ideas, and often
laudable schemes which here
Thus the European becomes
ns to feel the effects of a
hitherto he had not lived, but
now feels himself a man, because
....If he is a generous good man,
doptive parent will seep deep
rvant to the rank of a master...
of that change that he becomes
As an interpreter of the nev; country, which was a place of
untold opportunities, Crevecoeur expressed his theory concerning
the nature of the new American:
"\\Tiat then is the American? this new man? He is either
an European, or the descendant of an European, hence
that strange mixture of blood, which you will find in
no other country. I could point out to you a family
whose grandfather was an Englishman, v/hose wife was
Dutch, whose son married a Frenchv/oman, and whose present
four sons have now four wives of different nations.
He is an American who, leaving behind him all his an-
cTent prejudices and manners, receives new ones from
the new world and the new mode of life he has embraced,
the new government he obeys, and the new rank that he
holds. He becomes an American by being received in the
broad lap of his Alma Mater . Here individuals of all
nations are melted together into a nev; race of men,
whose labors and posterity will one day cause great
changes in the world. Americans are the western pilgrims
who are carrying along with them that great mass of
arts, sciences, vigour, and industry which began long
since in the east; they will finish the great circle." 2
Crevecoeur was thrilled that the New Y/orld was an asylum
for the oppressed;
"In this great American asylum, the poor of Europe have
by some means met together, and in consequence of various
causes; to what purpose should they ask one another
what countrymen they are? Alas, they, two thirds of
them, had no country." 3
1. Warfel, TRe American Mind
, p. 175.
2. Warfel, THe American Mind
,
p. 174.
3. Ibid., pT 175.

Here in A^merica these immigrants had a country of their
own where they could enjoy the products of their labor, and
could share in the government made them free, glad, energetic,
and resourceful. Moreover, while the country was in the making
no alien was an alien, because he could join a community of his
own people, speak his own language, maintain his ov/n customs,
and prosper. Contrast this condition with that of Europe when
a "traveler in Europe becomes a stranger as soon as he quits
1
his kingdom." Here in America,
"....no sooner does the European arrive, no matter what
the condition than his eyes are opened upon the fair
prospect; he hears his language spoke, he retraces
many of his country's manners, he perpetually hears
names of families with which he is acquainted .. .he won-
ders at the elegance of our towns, those miracles of
industry and freedom." 2
There was room for everybody whether he was a merchant,
tradesman, or farmer. All the laws of America were quite
reasonable because they were of the Colonists' own making.
"Here we have in some measure regained the ancient dig-
nity of our species; our laws are simple and just, we
are a race of cultivators, our cultivation is unre-
strained, and therefore everything is prosperous and
flourishing." 3
Crevecour displayed some powers of observation as to flor|i
i
and fauna; but on this side he was far removed from the front i|^r
when he said,
"For my part I had rather admire the ample barn of one
of our opulent farmers, who himself felled the first
tree in his plantation, and was the first founder of
his settlement, than to study the dimensions of the
temple of Geres." 4
l^Warfel^ p. 174 .
2. American Mind
, p. 176.
4. Shafer, p. 127.
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Crevecoeur's two volumes of colonial life are unsurpasseq
as representation of conditions from the standpoint of a per-
son who was neutral to both England and America. He is inter-
ested in what an American might become in the days of the Mil-
1
leninm. The larger problems of the Revolution found no place
in his thought. He is merely making observations on the nature
and conditions of the land to which he had escaped. Before
the Revolution he dared to prophesy a new race of men conscious
of their capabilities in the Nev; World; he is impressed by the
idea that liberty is most important but he seems to overlook
the fact that unity and a common cause will eventually bring
about this new race of men. Although he did not look ahead
to the dawn of a new literature in America, perhaps he attracteip
attention to the opportunities of America and may be considered
a forerunner of those writers who used the native scenes as a
means of placing American literature among the literatures of
the World.
1. Boynton, p. 340

(b.) Charles Brockden Brown
Charles Brockden Brown is remarkable for three things: h<
was the first American to make literature his profession; he
was the founder of the American novel; and he started a reac-
tion against English fiction of his day by trying to write of
American life and American scenery. He felt that the United
States was a new field for the story teller, particularly in
the possibilities of the American scene. In the prospectus of
a proposed novel to be entitled Sky Walk or The Man Unknov/n to
Himself, An American Tale , he set forth the principles that
were to be developed in the story:
"To the story telling moralist the United States is a
new and un-trodden field. He who shall examine objects
with his own eyes, who shall employ the European models
merely for the improvement of his taste, and adapt his
fiction to all that is genuine and peculiar in the
scene before him will be entitled at least to the praise
of originality .. .He
,
therefore, who paints, not from
books,but from nature, who introduces those lines and
hues in v/hich we differ, rather than those in which we
resemble our kindred nations beyond the ocean, may lay
some claim to the patronage of his countrymen. The value
of such works lies without doubt in their moral tendency.
The popular tales have their merit, but there is one
thing in v/hich they are deficient. They are generally
adapted to one class of readers only...The world is
governed, not by the simpleton but by the men of soaring
passions and intellectual energy. By the display of
such only can v/e hope to enchain the attention and ravish
the souls of those who study and reflect..." 1
i
j
Brown s novel Sky Walk was never published but his use
I of European models "merely for the improvement of his taste",
j
his striving for originality, his American setting among the
}
(
j
Delaware Indians, are all significant. His honest attempt to
I
become the first professional man of letters in America deserve
i_ 1 . Pat tee. Century of Literature,
_p . _101_
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it,) William Cull en Bryant
Bryant, so often called "the American Wordsworth," is a
national poet for two reasons: first, because he wrote of the
natural scenery of America and second, because there is in his
attitude toward nature the spiritual mood of Puritanism which
underlies the national character of Americans. Many writers
were impressed and rather repelled by a certain coldness and
aloofness about Bryant. Lowell in his Fable for Critics said
"There is Bryant, as cool, and as dignified
As a smooth, silent iceberg, that never is ignified.
Save v»rhen by reflection *tis kindled o» nights
With a semblance of flame by the chill Northern lights.
He may rank (Griswold says so) first bard of the Nation,
There's no doubt that he stands in supreme iceolation ."1
The apparent coldness may be accounted for by the fact that
Bryant was a product of Puritanism and was naturally charac-
terized by an external dignity, gravity, reticence which
covered up a warmth of heart . His moral seriousness in The
Battlefield is typical of the Puritan idea that life is a
war which
"only ends with life.
A friendless warfare, lingering long
Through weary days and weary years,
A wild and many weaponed throng
Hang on thy front, and flank and rear." 2
Another poem The Antiquity of Freedom declared the same
deep moral convictions of his old age.
In the 1832 edition of Bryant's poetry appeared his fond-
1. Lowell, Wo rks
,
p. 812.
2. Bryant, Poems, p. 334.
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ness for the natural features of his country, for the very
soil itself expressed to him love of country as well as poli-
tical ideas. For him nature was ever a medium of moral and
religious revalation» The waterfov\fl making its way across the
horizon, and the humble yellow violet
"Unapt the passing view to meet,
vVhen loftier flowers are flaunting nigh»" 1
had each its lesson for his spirit.
Bryant's conception of poetry as the creation of su-
pernal beauty is expressed in the introduction to his Library
of Poetry and Songs when he tells what he regards as the funda-
mental quality of all great poetry:
—
"To me it is one of the most important requirements
for a great poet to have a luminous style. The ele-
ments of poetry lie in the natural objects, in the
vicissitudes of human life, in the emotions of the
human heart, and the relations of man to man," 2
He put his theory that poetry should express natural
scenery and htrnian viev/s into practice when in 1832, amid the
scenes of the ./est, he wrote The Prairies in which he gave
vivid and impressive pictures of those
"••gardens of the Desert, these
The unshorn fields, boundless and beautiful.
For which the speech of England has no name--
In further description:
"l behold them for the first time
And my heart swells while the dilated sight
Takes ±n the encircling vastness. Lo, they stretch
1. Bryant, Poems
, p. 66.
2. Ibid
. , p. 49.
5, Ibid., p. 19.
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In airy indulations, far away.
As if the ocean, in his gentlest swell.
Stood still, with all his roianded billows fixed
And motionless forever." 1
And then, on the side of moral serioiisness : i
j
"Man hath no part in all this glorious work:
The hand that built the fimianent hath heaved 2 i
And smoothes these verdant swells, and sovm their slopes.']
Despite his seeming aloofness and poetic detachment we
see in Bryant's 0 Mother of A Mighty Race a tovich of patriotism!
as he reiterates the ideals of political freedom and the pro-
j
!l
gress of his country which he addresses,
j
"0 fair young mother I on thy brow
|
Shall sit a nobler grace than now.
Deep in the brightness of the skies
The thronging years in glory rise.
And, as they fleet,
j
Drop strength and riches at thy feet." 3
Washington Irving in attempting to call attention to
Bryant's poetry said in England:
I
"The description in the writings of Mr. Bryant are es-
|j
sentially American. They transport us to the depths
|]
of the primeval forest, to the shores of the lonely !j
lake, the banks of the wild, nameless stream, or the
jjbrow of the rocky island, rising like a prmontory from I'l
amid a wide ocean of foliage, while they shed around us
|j
the glories of a climate fierce in its extremes, but i
splendid in all its vicissitudes. His close observation
j|
of all the phenomena of American nature and the graphic i,
felicity of his details prevent his dascriptions from everf
becoming general and commonplace, v/hile he has the gift i}
of shedding over them a pensive grace that blends them
jj
all into harmony, and of clothing them with moral as- ij
sertions that make them speak to the heart... His writings \\
are imbued with the independent spirit and buoyant
||
aspirations incident to a youthful, a free and rising !'
country." 4
j
1 . Bryant, p . 49 . j'
2. Ibid.
,
p. 49. '
3. Bryant, Poems
,
p. 98. !
4. Bradley, Bryant, p. 131.
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Bryant may not "be a great poet, but he marks the first
growth of Imaginative self-consciousness in American literature ,
He has caught the sentiment of the wilderness and the prairie.
He did not, of course, make his appearance unattended; he repre-
sented a general poetic awakening in his country. In the words
of Emerson, he was "our native, sincere, original, patriotic
1
poet, —a true painter of the face of his country."
i
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I.Bradley, p. 180
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(d.) James Fenimore Cooper
The intellectual dependence of America upon Europe as
late as the time of Cooper, "the American Scott," is hard to
understand. Political supremacy had been cast aside, but the
stipremacy of opinion remained almost unshaken. Of creative
literature there was then very little. A sort of critical
literature v/as struggling but its most marked characteristic
was its deference to English judgment and dread of English
1
censure. It was not strange, therefore, that in the beginning
of his career Cooper shotild have written a tale of English soci
life . In Precaut ion he went so f s.r as to take on the role of a
Britisher and even complimented George the Third. In the char-
acter of Mrs. Wilson, Cooper explained the necessity of taking
precaution in regard to marriage. These precautions are fur-
nished in the precise training to which Mrs. Wilson subjected
her niece, Emily Moseley. The tedious, artificial novel of
English manners lacked interest for the nationalistic race
rising in young America. Cooper himself was dissatisfied with
the book and in a Letter to his Countrymen he v/rote:
"Ashamed to have fallen into the paths of imitation
I endeavored to repay the wrong done to my views, by
producing a work that v;as purely American in intent,
and of which the love of country was the theme ." 2
This originality occurred in his second novel. The Spy
,
which, like most novels of the time, v/as forced to come into
1. Lounsbury, p. 303.
2. Cooper, Works, p. 8.
I)
1
(
I
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literature through stealth and subterfuge under the guise of
history. As was to be expected he turned to the Revolution for|
his subject matter. The story was located in Westchester
j
County, New York, where Cooper had been living and where there
were available many recollections of the actual struggle;
Westchester had been the neutral ground between the English
forces located in New York and the American army on the banks
of the Hudson:
"The county of Westchester, after the British had
obtained possession of the island of New York be-
|
came common ground; in which both parties continued
|
to act for the remainder of the war of the Revolu-
tion. A large proportion of its inhabitants, either^,
restrained by their attachments, or influenced by
their fears affected a neutrality they did not feel.
The lower towns were, of course, more particularly
under the dominion of the crovm, while the upper,
finding a security from the vicinity of the continental
troops, v/ere bold in asserting their revolutionary
opinions and their right to govern themselves." 1
The second narrative in vidiich Cooper used a native scene
was The Wept of Wish-Ton -Wish , a story of Colonial life in
Connecticut. "Wish-ton-v;iah" is the Indian name for 'ATiippoor-
whill the home of Martin Heathcote, the venerable religionist o
Quaker denomination. The story was laid in the time of King
Philip »s War—a tragic somber tale of Puritan character with
the protrayal of which Cooper did not seem to have much luck.
In Lionel Lincoln Cooper was planning to do for America
what Scott had done for Scotland and v^^hat Jane Austen had done
j
for Ireland; he wished to embody the legendary history of his
1. Lounsbury, Cooper, p. 305.

country in an American historical romance, to be called
Legends of the Thirteen Republics , to begin with the Revolution
and to continue to its close. Pattee tells us that Cooper ac-
tually lived in Boston in order to gather the material concern-
ing the battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill which he vividly
portrayed. As in The Wept of V/ish-Ton-Wish
,
Cooper was unable
to portray the New England scene; he was more fitted to des-
1
cribe the pioneer and forest scenery.
Having set his mind definitely toward the task of dec-
cribing the scenes, the manners, and customs of his native land
Cooper turned especially to the frontier life to which he had
been trained on his father's estate.
In 1823 The Pioneers appeared, the first in the so-called
"Leatherstocking Tales" ; it was a vivid and faithful picture
of the sights he had seen and the people Cooper had met in his
childhood, vifitnessing the struggles of the frontier. The story
element is weak but the scenes in the backwoods are realistic,
as are the characters who are the odds and ends of the frontier
villages. The scene of The Pioneers is described:
"Near the center of the State of Nev»r York lies an ex-
tensive district of country, whose surface is a stie-
cession of hills and dales, or, to speak with greater
deference to geographical definitions, of mountains and
valleys... In the vale, which lay at a distance of several
hundred feet, there was what in the language of the
country v;as called a clearing and all the usual im-
provements of a nev; settlement ." 2
1. Lburisbury, Cooper
,
p .505
2. Cooper, The Pione ers
,
p. 14.
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Perhaps The Deerslayer should be read first of the whole
series of the Leatherstocking drama. The setting is laid on
the shores of the Otsv;rego v/hen the lake and forest were includec
in the Indian country. Natty Bujnpo is well drawn but the in-
terest of the story lies almost entirely in the pioneer scenes
and adventures. The incidents of the Tale occurred between
the years 1740 and 1745
"
. .when the settled portions of the colony of Nev/ York
were confined to the four Atlantic counties, a narrow
belt of country on each side of the Hudson, extending
from its mouth to the falls near its head, and to a
few advanced neighborhoods on the Mov^hawk and the
Schoharie. Broad Belts of the virgin wilderness not
only reached the shores of the first river, but they
even crossed it, stretching away into Nev/ England, and
affording forest covers to the noiseless moccasin
of the native v/arrior, as he trod the secret and bloody
v/arpath. A bird's-eye view of the whole region east
of the Mississippi must then have offerred one v&st
expanse of woods, relieved by a comparatively narrov/
fringe of cultivation along the sea, dotted by the
glittering surfaces of lakes and intersected by the
waving lines of rivers. In such a vast picture of
solemn solitude, the district of country we design
to paint sinks into insignificance, though v/e feel en-
couraged to proceed by the conviction that, with slight
and immaterial distinctions, he who succeeds in giving
an accurate idea of any portion of this wild region
must necessarily convey a tolerably correct notion of
the whole." 1
Flore of the native scene appears in The Last of the Mohicans ;
"Perhpas no district throughout the wide extent
of the intermediate regions and frontiers can
furnish a livelier picture of the cruelty and
fiercemess of the savage warfare of those periods
than the country which lies between the head-waters
of the Hudson and the adjacent lakes. The facilities
v/hich Nature had there offered to the march of the
combatants were too obvious to be neglected. The
lengthened sheet of the Champlain stretched from the
frontiers of Canada, deep within the borders of the
1. Cooper, The Deerslayer
, p. 15.
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neighboring province of New York, forming a natural
passage across half the distance that the French were
compelled to master in order to strike their enemies." 1
Lounsbury thinks that The Pathfinder stands as the best of
Cooper's artistic creations. Undertaken to show Natty Bumppo
in love and to combine the forest and a ship in the same tale,
the Pathfinder's candor, self-reliance, justice, and fidelity
show also that these human qualities were developed by the
forest. Abundant action, a flight into the woods, a storm on
Lake Ontario, a siege at a blockhouse are all parts of the
American life of the time. Here again, the description of the
Oswego is accurate and appealing:
"The Oswego, just at that place, was a deep, dark stream,
of no great width, its still, gloomy-looking current
winding its way among overhanging trees, that, in
particular spots, almost shut out the light of the heaven^
Here and there some half-fallen giant of the forest lay
nearly across its surface, rendering care necessary to
avoid the limbs; and most of the distance the lower
branches and leaves of the trees of smaller grov/th were
laved by its waters.... In short, the entire scene was
one of a rich and benevolent nature, before it has been
subjected to the uses and desires of man; luxuriant,
wild, full of promise, and not without the charm of
the picturesque even in its rudest state." 2
Cooper must be dismissed as one whose good fortune it was
to be born into literature at the golden moment when new vast
realms of romance were ready to be explored. He may well be
placed as the father of the American novel of the forest and
the sea. Despite the fact that he has left no great novel, he
tried many various forms. In his obscure men he reflects the
1. Cooper, Last of the Mohican s
, p. 12.
2. Cooper, Pathfinder^ p. 45.
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spirit of the young American nation, and the stories which
delighted America because they v;ere national, were welcomed
abroad because they reflected the world »s opinion of America
as rough and ready pioneer country.
His broadmindedness is expressed in his loyal but critical
pieces concerning his country; he was filled with national
consciousness
.

^(e.) Washington Irving
}
In Irving and Cooper the ideal of literature as a fine art
I
began to take form in the American m.ind. I^'.Tiile new pioneers
i were pushing into the Western v/ilderness, seeking to reap the
i
i fruits of the free institutions already established, the older
! part of the country unconsciously turned to the task of devel-
1
I
I
oping for itself a philosophy of life. Maturity brings inter-
est in culture. Included with the outstanding men in the poli-
tical field were the observers. The nation v;as old enough to
have anniversaries; some of the descendants of men who had
come in, what was then, a rather remote past were interested
I
not only in the nature of this country but in the literature,
i
I
art and culture of Europe, not for the purposes of imitation
!
but merely as the result of an interest in the land of their
j
ancestors. Men like Irving delighted in the legends of the
I
old World and studied the manners and traditions of old England
I
in the hope of arousing sympathy and friendliness in America
I toward the Mother Country.
i
I
Washington Irving occupied an unusual place among the
I literateurs of his day. It was his luck to write when patrioti
i sentiment was high, and when people were vitally concerned with
i
the survival of the new Republic. Irving *s was the task of
pointing out to his countrymen that Americans could have liter-
ary recognition as well as political supremacy. He v;as among
j
the first to become liberated from the feelings of antagonism
I
which had prevailed toward that enemy of old. Great Britain.
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Through sympathetic knowledge of England he came to serve as
a connecting link between the two countries; a better under-
standing was brought about between the two countries.
Of literary conditions in America in the early decades of
his century Irving wrote with precision, welcoming criticism
and pleading for the creation of something American.
"There is no country to which practical criticism is of
more importance than this, ov/ing to the crude state of
native talent, and the immaturity of public taste. V/e
are prone to all the vices of literature, from the
cas\ial and superficial manner in which we attend to it.
Absorbed in politics, or occupied by business, few can
find leisure amid these strong agitations of the mind,
to follow the gentler pursuits of literature, and give
it that calm study, and meditative contemplation, nec-
essary to discover true principles of beauty and ex-
cellence ... .the fine writer in this country, if he
depend upon his pen for a subsistence, will soon dis- 1
cover that he may starve on the very summit of Parnassus.*
Irving was one of the first, along with Cooper, to see his
country as a land of romance and legend. He went to Spain and
England and found subjects to write about that the natives of
those countries did not seem to know existed. He crossed the
Mississippi with explorers and, instead of seeing only the
wilderness which others had seen he revealed a world of romance
V.lierever he turned, he found inspiration. Like Cooper and
Brown, he used American backgrounds effectively even though
the scenery was not alv/ays true to actuality. Rip Van 'Vinkle aiii|d
Sleepy Hollow make the Hudson more renowned for its legends
than for its commerce. The Hudson regions are made to equal
the Rhine or the English lake region. Everyone should be famil-
j
iar with Irving *s description of the Hudson river:
I
1. Pat tee. Century of Literature, p. 203
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"^iVhoever has made a voyage up the Hudson must remember
the Kaatskill mountains. They are a dismembered branch
of the great Appalachians, and are seen av/ay to the
west of the river, swelling up to a noble height, and
lording it over the surrounding country. Every change
every change of weather, indeed every hour
produces some change in the magical hues
of these mountains, and they are regarded
far and near, as perfect barometers
of season,
of the day
and shapes
by all good wives,
'Ahen the weather is fair and settled, they are clothed
in blue and purple, and print their bold outline on
the clear evening sky; but sometimes v/hen the rest of
the landscape is cloudless they will gather a hood of
gray vapors about their summits which, in the last
rays of the setting sun, vdll glow and light up like
a crown of glory." 1
In his account of himself in The Sketch Book
,
Irving,
speaking of the natural scenery of America, wrote:
"..On no country have the charms of nature been
more prodigally lavished. Her might lakes, like
oceans of liquid silver; her mountains, v;ith their
bright aerial tints; her valleys, teeming with
wild fertility; her tremendous cataracts, thundering
in their solitudes; her boundless plains, waving with
spontaneous verdure; her broad deep rivers, rolling
in solemn silence to the ocean; her trackless forests,
where vegetation puts forth all its magnificence; her
skies kindling with the magic of summer clouds and
glorious sunshine;—no, never need an American look
beyond his own country for the sublime and beautiful
ornaments of natural scenery." 2
Irving, too, felt the excitement of the mighty Western
movement and went to see the wondrous elements of the great
plains. The Tour of the Prairies is one of the literary re-
sults of his journey. He loved the vast open spaces, just as
Bryant had. He described his wanderings with a party of ex-
plorers through the new region between the Arkansas and Red
rivers. His description of the Osage country shows that he was
1. Irving, Sketchbook
,
p. 12.
2. Ibid
., p. 76.

interested in the present, even if he did do better v;plting
concerning the Past.
"It (the Osage Country) presented a broad and rapid
stream, bordered by a beach of fine sand, overgrown
I
with willows and cotton-wood trees . Beyond the
;
river, the eye wandered over a beautiful champaign
i
country of flowery plains and sloping uplands, diversi-
!
fied by groves and clumps of trees, and long screens of
i
woodlands; the whole wearing the aspect of complete
I
and even ornamental cultivation, instead of native
i wilderness. Not far off we came to the deserted
I
Osage party." 1
I
I
Irving v;as alive and aware of the scenes of American
j
nature and realized that there was a romance to the forest and
I
the prairie of his native country just as there is in the
j
created edifices of the Old World. He bridged the gap, create!
I
by the Revolution, between England and America, united the two
l|
\\ great nations in spirit and showed the world "what life meant
I
to men of artistic sensitiveness who were forced to live under
2
conditions of a new and emancipated v;orld." Thackeray called
j
him the first ambassador from the New World to the Old; some
i
critics go so far as to say that he was the father of artistic
i
literature . At any rate, he carries out well his purpose
j
which he stated in the Christmas stories:
I
"If I can by any lucl-{y chance in these days of evil
rub out one wrinkle from the brow of care, or be-
i guile the heavy heart of one moment of sorrow; if I
i can now and then penetrate through the gathering
I
film of misanthropy, prompt a benevolent view of
I
human nature and make my reader more in good humor
I with his fellow beings and himself,—surely, surely,
I shall not then h.^ve written in vain." 3
i
i
1. Irving, Tour of the Prairies
, p. 51
I
2. '.'^endell, H?'. story of American Literature
,
p. 304.
I
3. Irving, Sketchbook
,
p. 57
II
I
This is a new purpose in literature—to entertain and
create pleasure, rather than to "bring about some social and
political reform. The pleasure that he created came through
his use of American scenery and his attempt to cause good-will
between Ilngland and America, He saw the childishness of both
England and America in bearing a grudge toward each other
down through the centuries as a result of the Revolution.
0
5. Consciousness of Typical American Characters
(a.) Yankee Doodle
Just as it took many years for American writers to be-
come aware of their native materials and native scenery, so
also it was more than half a century before any native charac-
ters came to be recognized, Sarah Kemble Knight in her Pri-
vate Journal of a Journey from Boston to Newport gave a lively
description of a lanlqr, awkv/ard, shrev/d and tight-lipped coun-
try bumpkin who talked through his nose. She gives an amusing
picture of a gawlcy Connecticut Yankee on his trip to town:
"He was a tall country fellow, with his alfogeos full
of Tobacco; he advanc^t to the middle of the Room,
makes an Awkward Nod, and spitting a Large deal of
Aromatick Tincture, he gave a scrape with his shovel-
like Shoo .Hugging his own pretty Body with his hands
under his arms. Stood staring rown*d him, like a Gatt
let out of a Baskett . At last,...he opened his mouth
and said: Have you any Ribinen for Hatbands to sell
I pray." 1
The actual acquaintance of Americans with their national
peculiarities dates from the days before the Revolutionary
War and the British invaders deserve the credit for the dis-
covery. The sophisticated British soldiers were pictured as
singing the provoking doggerel of the song, Yankee Doodle
at the unclutured, simple militia sent to their assistance
in 1755. Mr. Fred L. Pattee with reference to the origin of
the verse points out that from the mass of legends that hope-
lessly conceal the origins of everything he selected the fol-
lowing version:
1. Blair, Introd. p. 8*
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"First, definitions. ^Yankee*: Indian barbarism - sym-
bolic of strange, wild newnesses America has often made of
her English words . Consider the noiin that went into the
forest as 'English' or 'Anglais* and came back as 'Yankee'.
Strange survivals too, there have been-- 'Doodle ' : pro-
vincial for 'simple fellow', 'rural clown'." 1
Probably the song originated as a skit "to be sung", says
an old version, "thro' the nose, and in the West County drawl
2
and dialect." Like all verse of similar nature, many stanzas a|jid
versions were added to the original. Yankee Doodle caught
several qualities of the rustic Nevt/ Englander. There is men-
tioned first the Yankee's simplicity as he wondered at the size
of a cannon:
"And there we see a swamping gun.
Large as a log of maple;" 3
at the loud noise it makes:
"And makes a noise like father's gun
Only a nation louder," 4
and at a drum which he saw for the first time:
"I see a little barrel too
The heads were made of leather.
They knocked upon't with little clubs.
And called the folks together." 5
Second is noted the Yankee's penury as he worried about
"v/hat they wasted every day" in camp, wished it might be saved,
and was impressed concerning the soldiers because
"The 'lasses they eat every day
Would keep an house a v/inter;
They have as much that I'll be bound
They eat it when they're a mind to." 6
1. Pattee, Century of Li t . p. 215.
2. Pattee, Century of Lit . p. 216
3. 'Varfel, American Mind ,' o. 603
4. Ibid , ,p.~T03
5. Ibid. ,p.603
.6.,v, TT5Trr . . n . ao^ _

Third, the Yankee's cautionsness^ Is cal].ed to attention foi'
he was frightened not only by the boom of a gun but also by the
sight of some graves being dug, whereupon he ran home.
"I see another snarl of men
A digging graves they told me
• ••••• • •
It scared me so, I hoolced it off.
Nor stopped, till I got home.
Locked up in mother's chamber." 1
There are several lapses into the homely Yankee dialect
like "pumpkin shell as big as mother's basin," "I'll be bound,"
"a snarl of men" "folks", "tarnal proud," "meeting clothes,"
I
"tearing fine," "v/anted pockily" and "hooked it"—all typical
i
of the young Yankee boy v;ho starts off by saying,
"Father and I went down to camp
Along with Captain Gooding,
And +"here we saw the men and boys
AS- thick as hasty pudding." 2
These are never-to-be-forgotten characterizations of the
country pumpkin v/ho "came to town" to set the style for future
humorous characters of America.
I
I
1. Wflrf.el.American Mind , p. 604.
2. Tuld
.
i
I
I
I
1!
(b.) Tyler *s Brother Jonathan
In 1787 came the first home-made comedy of any importance
to he played on an American stage
—
The Controst by Royall
Tyler. The leading character, Jonathan, is a growth of the
New World, drav/n from life, and an outgrowth of Yankee Doodle,
who with his father "went down to camp«" In the case of
Jonathan, he went to town to visit a playhouse and tells us
of an episode which occurred as he was leaving:
"^;Vhy, I now began to smell a rat. V.Tien I came away,
I went to the man for my money again: you vi/ant
your money says he; why, says I, no man shall
jocky me out of my money. I paid my money to see
sights and dogs, and a bit of a sight have I seen,
unless you call listening to people *s private
business a sight. V-Tiy, says he, it is the School
for Scandalization .—The School for Scandalization I
—
Oh, hoi no wonder you New York folks are so cute
at it, when you go to school to learn it: and so
I jogged off ."1
?«1iat keeps Tyler still alive are his droll Yankee pictur-
ings and characterizations done from nature, v/ith utter dis-
regard for rules or models . Note the independent originality
of the opening paragraph of his Independence Day poem:
"Squeak the fife, and beat the drum.
Independence Day is cornel
t
Let the roasting pig be bledl
Quick twist off the cockerill»s head.
Quickly rub the pewter platter
Heap the nutcakes fried in butter.
Set the cups and beaker glass.
The pumpkin, and the apple sauce,
Send the keg to shop for brandy;
Maple sugar we have handy.
Independent, staggering Dick
A noggin mix of swinging thick.
Sal, put on your russet skirt
Jotham, get your boughten shirt.
Today we dance to tiddle, diddle." 2
1. Tyler, The Contrast
,
Pattee, P. 221 2. Tyler, Independence I
=r^^r^=r^. r:r^^-:^^^^^^^^^^^^
t
In the prologue to The Contrast Tyler advertises his play-
as something strictly American; there is to be no imitation of
English society and aristocratic behavior:
"This nigjit is shown
A piece, which we may fairly call our own;
Vi/here the proud titles of 'My LordI Your Grace I •
To humble Mr. and plain Sir give place.
Our author pictures not from foreign climes
The fashions, or the follies of the times;
But has confined the subject of his work
To the gay scenes--the circles of New York .
On ruit ive themes his Muse displays her powers;
If ours the faults, the virtues too are ours.
V.'hy should our thoughts to distant countries roam,
iii/hen each refinement may be found at home?" 1
From the standpoint of influence on America, Jonathan
was the first stage Yankee.
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1. Tyler, The Contrast
,
Pattee, P. 219
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(c.) Franklin's Poor Richard
A self-nacie nan, having risen from poverty, a propounder
of shrev/dness and practical sense, signer of the four impor-
tant documents of his country (the Declaration of Independence
the Treaty of alliance with France, the treaty of peace with
England, and the Constitution), Franklin became a bond of unit^^
among his people . Although he was born in New England under
the shadow of the same Puritanism v/hich affected Jonathan Ed-
wards, Franklin stands for plain, everyday citizenship--typi ca[.
of the common sense, the urge to the practical, the humor of
early America. His Poor Richard's Almanac , which is humorous
to us today, appealed to an audience where there v/ere no book-
shops or lending libraries. It contained proverbs and sayings
of homely wisdom in calculating all the homespun virtues which
Franklin himself possessed. For examples of his homely aphor-
isms we might mention:
"Better slip v»rith foot than tongue .. .Doors and walls
are fool's paper .. .Diligence is the mother of good
luck .. .Honesty is the best policy .Great talkers are
little doers... God helps them that help themselves...
Experience keeps a dear school, but fools will learn
in no other .If 'you would knov/ the value of money, go
and try to borrow som.e; for he that goes a-borrowing,
goes a-sorrowing." 1
In thousands of homes the sayings of Franklin v/ere read
and repeated over and over again until they became a part of
the national consciousness.
1. Perry, Franklin's Alm.anac, pp. 130-133
•

(d.) Brackenridge »s Captain Farrago and Teague 0' Regan
The next character to emerge into the national conscious
ness was the frontiersman of Brackenridge . With the westward
movement, when the vast valleys came to be inhabited, there
arose hunters, trappers, and miners vj-ho relied on their own
skill alone . They were not transplanted Europeans held to-
gether by common religious or political difficulties; Creve-
coeur had said that they were Americans . The first actual
recording of the new forces in the west v/as by Hugh Henry
Brackenridge who in 1771 had v/ritten, with Freneau, the poem.
The Rising Glory of America . He was the author also of only
one novel, a group of lay-sermons chiefly political, perhaps
the first balanced treatment of democracy in America, and
surely the first important book to come from, the areas beyond
the Alleghenies.
No man was a more convinced democrat than Brackenridge.
In Volume I of Mode rn Chivalry he repeated the ideas of
Crevecoeur v/hen he also said:
"A democracy is beyond all question the freest govern-
ment because under this, every man is equally protected
by the laws, and has equally a voice in making them.
But I do not say an equal voice because some men have
stronger lungs than others, and can express more
forcibly their opinions of public affairs .. .But the
right being equal, what great harm if it is unequally
exercised? Is it necessary that every man should be-
come a statesman? No more than that every man should
become a poet or a painter. The sciences are open to
all; but let him only vihio has taste and genius pursue
them." 1
1. Brackenridge, Modern Chivalry
,
Vol. I, p. 55.
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In the democratic society of America, Brackenridge pointdl
out that there are individuals, here as in any other country,
who prefer honor to v/ealth:
"In these American states, there is a wide field for
philosophic research; and these researches may be of
great use in agriculture, mechanics, and astronomy.
There is but little irainediate profit attending these
pursuits; but if there can be inducements of honour,
these m.ay supply the place. V/hat more alluring to a
young man, than the prospect of being, one day, re-
ceived into the society of man truly learned, the
admission being a test and proof of knovjledge." 1
Modern Chivalry Brackenridge presented two contrasted
ideals--the conservative East, in the wise, cautious, and sen-
sible Captain Farrago, who is a new Don Quixote; opposed to
him is the new West, vibrant with physical life, irresistible,
extravagant, unconventional, seemingly immoral, wholly uncul-
tured, in the red-headed Irish servant Teague 0*Regan v/ho like
wise is a foolish and grotesque Sancho Panza . Brackenridge
admitted, in 1805, that v>rhen he looked around in America to
find a comic figure, he had had to be satisfied vi/ith an Irish
clown. An American did not seem a comic possibility to him
for:
"The American has, in fact, yet no character; neither
the clown nor the gentleman; so that I could not take
one from our country, which I would much rather have
done as the scene lay there." 2
The book is peculiarly American in its wild-western fea-
tures; everyivhere are pictures of the trans-Alleghany Vest
with no squeamishness in the handling of coarseness. The new
humanity, trained in the new frontier, attracted Brackenridge
1. BrackQnridge»-D.55
__..2_.._sgsgk.enr.iBSeIllQte
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as he explained:
"The stripling of these woods is distinguished from the
city beau; but it will not become me to say who has
the advantage; v/hether the attitude of the present
rifle, or that of the segar in the teeth; is the most
manly. V.'hioh looks the best, the hunting shirt open
at the neck or the roll of muslin that covers it and
swells upon the chin? These are things to be canvassed
by the curious. I am of the opinion, however, that it
is better to be clear-sighted than purblind, and to
be able to see a deer in the thicket, than to have
need of a glass before the nose, to direct the steps
where there is nothing to stumble over." 1
A hodge-podge undoubtedly is this chaotic book. All Amer-
ica is in it: prose and poetry, philosophy and horse play,
j
ij
humor and pathos, A dozen frontier characters stand clean-cut j^'
and a dozen frontier characteristics. But never lost in the
miscellany is the author's central thesis: democratic power
}
unbalanced is undesirable as well as ujnsuccessful . "Democracy
to be safe must be balanced. The Teague 0' Regans must be bal-
|
anced always by the common sense and the poise and the wisdom '!
2
of the Captain Farragos." Captain Farrago represents the
conservative East which is contrasted to the new West. Farrago]
is partially an outgrowth of European culture v/hereas 0* Regan
^
is representative of the truest American spirit unhampered
'
by a cultural heritage from Europe and the past,
I
1» Brackenridge » p . 15
2. Pattee, p. 164.
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(e.) Cooper*s lieatherstocking
Of Cooper's Leatherstocklng Tales The Pioneers was first
written with the purpose of showing the life of the frontier
village v/lth its restless characters so typical of such a
settlement. One of these characters v^ras Natty Bumppo, other-
wise called Hawkeye, Le Longue Carahine, and Leatherstocklng,
an old woodsman with an Inborn love of the v/llderness; another
character was Chlngachgook the despised and neglected Indian
who no longer instilled fear into the hearts of Americans.
These two types of characters, although present in any Ameri-
can village, had never appeared in romantic literature. Such
personages even exist today. To appreciate the development
of Natty Bumppo vie should review the whole series of Leather-
stocking Tales v/hich are so significant primarily in des-
cribing the American scene, and secondarily in making the
Indian immortal.
Natty Bumppo is a character who could hardly have emerged
into the national consciousness of any country but America.
Cooper's description of him places him at once in the age of
the pioneer. Natty was;
"...tall, and so meagre as to make him seem above even
the six feet that he actually stood in his stockings.
On his head, which v;as thinly covered with lank, sandy
hair, he wore a cap made of foxskln . . .His face was
skinny and thin almost to emaciation; but yet it bore
no signs of disease—on the contrary, it had every
indication of the most robust and enduring health.
The cold and the exposure had, together, given it a
color of uniform red. His gray eyes were glancing
under a pair of shaggy brows, that overhung them in
long hairs of gray mingled with their natural hue;

1!
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his scraggy neck was bare, and burnt to the tint of
his face; though a small part of shirt collar, made
of the country check, was to be seen above the over-
dress he wore. A kind of great coat, made of dressed
deerskin, with the hair on, was belted close to his
lanky body, by a girdle of colored worsted. On his
feet v/ere deerskin moccasins, ornamented with porcu-
pines » quills, after the manner of the Indians, and
his limbs were guarded with long leggings of the same
material as the moccasins, which, gartering over the
knees of his tarnished buckskin breeches, had obtained
for him among the settlers, the nickname of Leather-
stocking. Over his left shoulder was slung a belt of
deerskin, from which depended an enormous ox horn, so
thinly scraped as to discover the pov/der it contained.
The larger end was fitted ingeniously and securely with
a wooden bottom, and the other was stooped tightly
by a little plug. A leathern pouch hung before him,
from which, as he concluded his last speech, he took
a small measure, and filling it accurately with pov/der,
he commenced reloading the rifle, which, as its butt
rested on the snow before him, reached nearly to the
top of his foxskin cap." 1
Leatherstocking is merely an old man who has made his
home in the hills in advance of the tide of settlement. He
is the solitary hunter who dislikes clearings and settlements
and improvements; he dislikes masses of men who look with
disdain upon those who must fell trees. In short, his belove(
lot is the freedom and lack of responsibility of forest life.
1
Cooper, The Deerslayer, p. 2Z0
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(f
.) Irving»s Rip Van Winkle
In Irving »s Knickerbocker History there is that sarae
deliberate confusion of sense and nonsense which characterized
the humor of Benjamin Franklin. Just as the revolutionary
ballads produced Yankee Doodle and just as Royall Tyler pro- i
duced Jonathan so too did Irving create a permanent character
for American literature in the person of Rip Van Vinkle . The
history of Rip Van V/inkle shows that Irving has had a deep
hold on the American mind. His tale of Rip Van Winkle still
remains a popular legend. Rip»s adventures and disappoint-
ments stand for those of the typical American of the pioneer
period. Inept at consecutive work, harried by his wife, and
disgusted with human society. Rip retired to the hills, drank
heavily, fell asleep and became enchanted. At the end of
twenty years he awoke to find himself in a different society.
The old landmarks had disappeared; the old faces had passed
away; all the outward aspects of life had changed.
The story of Rip Van V/inkle exists in many European
forms but Irving assumed that it belonged to the region of
I
the Gatskill and therefore put it into the American backgroun(j
just as Charles Brockden Brown had done with his romances.
j
Anyone returning from Europe in the period of expansion of
the early nineteenth century world, after an absence of
twenty years, have been unable to recognize his native town
and would have been amazed at the changes which were trans-
forming the face of the country. Such was the case of Rip
Van Winkle.
.1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
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(g.) Unconscious Creation of American Character in the i
Humor of the South and the Southwest.
About the time of Andrew Jackson, along with the grov/th
of popular national consciousness and the emergence of the
frontier as a social entity in the imagination of the nation,
the kind of humor that we think of as truly American came
into existence with the work of Seba Smith whose plan was to:
"Bring a green country lad, unsophisticated, from the
country, with a load of ax-handles, hoop-poles, and
other notions for sale, and while waiting the move-
ments of a dull market, let him blunder into the halls
of the legislature, and after witnessing for some days
their strange doings, sit down and write an account
of them to his friends at home in his own plain
language ."1
Seba Smith »s "doodle" came to life in the person of Jack
Downing of Downingville, whose letters appealed in several
ways to Americans during the first sixty years of the nine-
teenth century. For one thing Jack commented amusingly upon i
political affairs—at first, upon those of the Maine legis-
lature, later upon those of the nation as a whole. The mythi-
cal Jack even told of his intimacies with President Jackson,
V/ebster, Polk, Scott, or other men of the day in terms that
in their familiarity were amusingly disrespectful. The
earthiness of the conversation, the careless disrespect for
the elegance due to the members of the upper class were the
features which appealed to the readers who had previously
been accustomed to heavily rhetorical language which was
divorced from the speech of country people.
1. Pattee, Century of Literature
,
p. 213.

IDeveloping in the same period with Downeast hurnor was
that of the South and the Southv;est which was somev/hat differ-
ent from the writing of Smith and others, not only because
the ways of living differed but because various stages of
civilization naturally were placed in juxtaposition in stret-
ches between settled sections and frontiers. The creators
of the humor of the Southwest were not scholars who had
emerged from libraries, or from the influence of Europe and
European literature like Irving, Cooper, Tyler, and Brackeh-
ridge . The writers of Southern and Southwestern humor were
lawj'-ers who wc'ote their stories between court trials, jour-
j
nalists who scratched yarns in the center of newspaper offices
soldiers and doctors who wrote after the strenous activity
of the day was over. Their literary training vi^as varied and
their characters were of many kinds.
Walter Blair points out that they were local colorists
who wanted their section of the country to appeal to the older
section of the country, particularly the East and the North,
which in time would pass judgment upon their works. There was
no gradual development of the desire for a literature as there
had been in the educated writings of Paulding, Bryant, '/I'ebster,
and the Hartford Wits. Prom the beginning, the humor of the
Southwest was provincial and wholly local, tied up with the
desire to write truthfully,
And so, Augustus Longstreet in his Georgia Scenes wished
to present a vivid account of Georgia language and Georgia
I
I
— ——

h-umor. He stressed his desire to write of real incidents,
real characters.
William Tappan Thompson, a follower of Longstreet, in hia
Majoi^ Joneses Courtship attempted to depict some of the pecu-
liar features of his part of the country.
George W. Harris' Sut Lovingood is typical of the humor
of the South and the Southwest because it is full of local
color, exuberant, and masculine. The characters are polished
little by book learning; they are close to the soil» In Sut
Lovingood the antebellum humor of the South reaches its high-
est level of achievement before Mark Twain. It is filled with
local color and oral humor.
These local colorists imparted to their writings a zest,
a gusto, an exuberance which differed greatly from the idyllic
pictures of the folk in Dovmeast Downingville . Important as
the cause of the gusto of the writing was the fact that it
originated in that great American folk-art, story telling or
the swapping of "tall tales'! The stories collected over bars,
around fireplaces, at taverns, in stage coaches or boats, and
at the camp fire are the subsoil of America in that they were
not carefully planned like the writings of the North and East.
The origin of most of our queer and out-of-the-way phrases
may be traced to the serai-annual meeting of lav/yers in Souther^
and '7e stern states who, living in the sparsely settled country
among a people inferior to themselves, noticed and were amused
by the expressions of the country and these expressions, droll
storie s , a n d orlrl ri o ings werft-j^4;-m^d—i^-:.fej>_hf> " gwapped!!—at the
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next meeting of the lawyers.
These oral tales, although they had been told many times,
were new in writing; furthermore the oral tale may have been
the only artistic form dealing to satisfaction with the actual
problems of a frontier which v/as almost ;Anaffected by Europe.
The figures of the North and East were produced in an edify--
ing, conscious literature that v/as not only belletristic but
moral. The unconscious, unliterary writing of the backwoods-
man, the riverman, and others was perhaps unethical and amoral.
Nevertheless it was American.
In conclusion, are not these characters so unconsciously
created by the writers of the South and the Southwest the
very individuals for which Emerson was pleading? His was the
idealistic philosophy of the aristocrat who had been under
the spell and culture of Europe; these Southerners and South-
westerners had hardly felt the influence of Europe and v/ere,
indeed, Americans.
National consciousness was awakened fully in the writings
of Emerson; the v/ritings of pioneer life were, at their very
beginning, evidences of national consciousness. They needed
no long and gradual process of awakening. By the close of
the eighteenth century it was taken for granted that Americans
should be and were different from all other people in the
world. By the >*iiJJ|© of ikt >.i»ateeb+b ccrit<.rf.We g y la^en ce'*''^ ^^^"^
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Summary
In the thirties and forties of the nineteenth century,
America, with the rest of the world, began to take stock of
itself. Emerson was one of the leaders in the " image-break-
1
ing era" when men*s faces v/ere turned toward the future, the
new idea, the new man. He had clearly formulated the ideal
national spirit which had been in a process of development
since the first settlement.
V^itman had read Emerson and had taken his philosophy
literally. He, too, realized the value of developing indivi-
j
duals and personalities, but whereas Emerson had stressed the
spiritual and intellectual, "Tiitman had stressed the health-
ful bodily activity. He, too, rejoiced in the vastness,
strength, and power of the American-to-be ; he also would
have the future American a purposeful and self-reliant being,
but the salvation of the nation, to 'ATiitman, was to come
through human brotherhood, and not through the isolation of
the individual as Emerson had planned. Taken together, Emer-
son and iThitman represent the newly awakened spirit of nations
al consciousness. Emerson has the aristocratic viewpoint of
the classes; V.liitman embodies the democratic thought of the
masses
.
Many critics migiht say that the nineteenth century was
the first to produce literature of any importance in America.
I
Perhaps it was the first century to create a literature, but
1. Boynton, Literature and American Life
,
p. 334.

like the thought of those who created it, the writing did not
suddenly arise of its own free will; it, rather, had a devel-
opment as gradual and as slow as the character, the ideas, the
life which it purported to reflect.
In the seventeenth century, which Parrington calls the
1
saeculum theologicum ^ the typical American, a man of English-
speaking race, seemed to himself an immigrant hardly at home
in the remote region where his life of self -exile must be
spent. This colonial period, overshadowed by the spirit and
\
religious thought of Cotton Mather, dn»JL +Heri rKt hj>#», and
other sinners in the hands of an angry God, shows little if
any evidence in its writings--which are for the most part
religious and historical—of the consciousness of the possibil
ities of a nation in the new v/orld. Their interest lay in
the preparation for the nation of God to come.
2
In the eighteenth century, the saeculum politicum , the
typical American was still English at heart. His interest had
shifted from merely religious matters to the governmental
relations of the Mother Country and the colonies. V.Tien the
ties between the two countries threatened to break, such men
as Franklin, Otis, Hopkins, and Samuel Adams, more practical
in their interests, attempted to bring about some reconcilia-
tion with England. It was not until the enactment of the
Stamp Act and similar measures that colonists gradually became
1. Parrington, Main Currents in American Literature
,
p. 7.
2. Ibid. p. 7.
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conscious of the utter futility of remaining, or of wishing
to remain, dutiful British subjects. The agitations for
absolute political independence were expressed in the pam-
phlets, speeches, and letters of Franklin, Paine, Jefferson,
Weems, Washington, who had transferred their allegiance from
England to America.
V/ith the achievement of political independence and the
resultant patriotic verse of Dickinson, Hopkinson, Freneau,
Brackenridge and others, pride in the new nation took form
in the desire for a new and independent literature. Trumbull
Dwight, and Barlow, Freneau, Koah '^ebster, Bryant, Paulding,
and others pointed out the paucity of American letters. A-
mong the first to become conscious of the American scene as
a means of creating a literature which would not reflect that
of England were Royall Tyler, Charles Brockden Brown, Bryant,
Cooper, and Irving.
Along with the emergence of the American scene into the
national consciousness should be mentioned the development
of native characters. It has been said that Emerson ex-
pressed the most eloquent pleas for outstanding individuals.
His was the theory of the philosophical idealist who had
many beautiful ideas which had never been put into practice.
From the very beginnings of literary endeavor, there had been
an unconscious creation of native characters through humor-
ous and dramatic writings. Time and space pemit only the
mention of a few of the pieces of the oral literature of an
!i
I
unschooled class which serves along with Emerson to reflect
the national mind. Yankee Doodle, Tyler^s Jonathan, Irving's
Rip Van '.Vinkle, Brackenridge *s frontiersman. Cooper's Leather-
stocking, and the characters which emerged from the humorous
writings of the South and the Southv;est are inhabitants of
no country but America. Emerson had been pleading for sepa-
ration from Europe and yet was bound, although he was an
American, to be affected by the ideas of Europe. However much
he tried to v;ard off the culture of foreign lands, inborn ten-
dencies were bound to crop up. The writers of the South and
the Southv/est, on the other hand, in their earthy style showedl
a local consciousness with national implications which did not^
evolve from a long period of growth, but had arisen almost
|
spontaneously out of its own civilization, its oral tales,
its traditions; it was not primarily the outgrowth of a Euro-
pean civilization.
The national consciousness of Emerson was the eloquent
expression of the aristocratic mind; the consciousness of the
writers of the South and the Southwest was the expression of
people who were as nearly Tie^ri'* B UY<i^ as was possible.
One supports the other in the complete awakening and the full
realization of the possibilities of a national homeland in
developing its own patterns and personality.
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